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Ship

CO.
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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 90,00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three monihs' delay, aud if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will bw discontinued.
The

Single copies

_

THE HOUSE on the corner of Prosj>ect and Casco streets—the basement
finished for a Store. A good stand for

PlnnkT^

Two Lots of
Spruce street.

300 000 BOARDS*" ED *
5.000 Sueur Box

Sh,ppin*

,n°

SHOOKS.
STRUCK DIMENSION, all si/cs.

SASHES, BLINDS, LATHS, CLAP-

Hobson's Wharf, foot of High Street.

oc30 d8m

i

Either would be exchanged
good Dwelling nouse.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,
Portland.
N. I. MITCHELL.

Molar's, Pork unJ Lard.
QA UllDS. Sweet Clayed Molasses,
0\J 25
Trinidad
•*

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

TUBS Prime, for Rale by

>11 Coats,

Pants, Vests, Jackets,
Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

-12.

Cut, made and trimmed by

a: D. REEVES,

HTTM Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Bloom, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 9 in the

Portland. August 6,1862.

todninu Block

JffiL

large and desirable stock
OFFERS
TER DRY GfM HXS at the VERY
his

Jo® Printing of every
with dispatch; and all business

ing ratem for
the same from

prices, and solicits

the

public

who

an

of

WIN-

in

are

examination of
want of

Linen*, Hosiery, Glove*, Ac., *r.

Private Letter from the Maine 20th.

EDWIN A.

20th Maine Regiment. )
Near Fredericksburg Va., Nov. 22. 1862. )
George R. Davis, Esq. Dear Sir : It is
almost useless for me to write as I have uo
particular subject as the burden of my theme,
only “that there is an onward move,”,and once
more, “oil to Richmond” is the word. You no
doubt have been npprised of the move long
ago, and in fact know more of w hat is going
on with us than we do ourselves. Since I
wrote you last I have done some
marching as
of

Dissolution of Copartncrwhip.

where may be found

is

hereby given ih«t the copartnership
NOTICE
hitherto existing between the stibsoribers under

the arm Bunn of BROWN it PERKINS, is dissolved by mutual consent on this 2Jtlt Uat of October.
The affairs of tin? late linn w ill Is* settled bv W T
Brows ft <n.
W. T. BROWN,
Portland, Oct. 25, 1882. ROB’T R. PERKINS.

gratify

Company.

joined
early last
they passed through, at

mPKOVED

the afternoon of

to

we are now

MATCH,

supply

OXL E RELIABLE MATCH IX THE MARKET,
manufacture, for

of American

Sea

of wagons had passed, presently the sturdy
soldiers cam? up, and as regiment after regiment passed by I thought to myself, is there to
be any

No. 24 Fore Street, Portland, Me.
turning back,” and the northern arN. B. Be sure and get the POTiTLAKl) MA TCH,
my” driven back again to the bank of the Poas there an- other matches offi-red to the trade
purtomac, and the cause of our country hopeless- porting to
be our match. We have no connection
ly lost? As the grand van moved on in one un- with any other maim factory.
W. T. BROWN & CO.
broken phalanx, and the men seemed clothed I
nov25 d3w
with the panoply of success, it led me to in- 1
quire whose corps ?” and the ready response
£opaitn<»r*liip Notice.
have this day associated ourselves together
came,
fighting Joe Hooker’s.” In the eyes of
WEunder the name and style of
these men I saw a determination to do or
die,
FROST
A
and became fully persuaded that there would
FRYE,
and have taken Store
not be any turning back,” but onward, right
onward to Richmond was the goal of the amNo. lOO Commercial Street,
bitious soldiers who were merry as lark in early
near rommercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand,
summer mom.
I gazed intently on the regts.,
Floor, ( orn, Meal, Oat*, Rye, Feed,
as they passed—I saw the gallant
boys of N.
(iround Hock Salt, 4c.
York,'Pennsylvania, and Michigan, wending
AM A1CI AH FROST,
their way towards the new base of operations.”
Tortland, Nor. 1, 1802.
ADDISON FRYE.
brave and heroic 2d who have i
dbne so much toward building up the reputa-

Drug Store!

CKOSVIAN

A

HAVE

large and

well selected stock of

Foreign

aud

VHu^eaale

and Domestic

ally

Dry Goods,

M(S0dfcw4f

AND

tion of the Maine

soldiers, and have so oft exflghiug qualities of the sons of
the Pine Tree State. This regiment was led
by Lt-Col. Varney, who is well known as a
the

1

the

also been the

Massachusetts boys

pride of the

old

fore, comment

is useless.

i

Beside him rode the

COFFINS

formerly a grave Prof, in our
renowned Bowdoln,—let me predict, that ere
this war closes, he will earn for himself as
high
reputation as a soldier as he has as a teacher
___

'Young as lie may be, be is Ilrown-ed and is
ready for service such as his country demands
of him. He makes, I am informed, a very efficient Adjutant.
As the regiment moved forward, I could not
resist the temptation to feel proud of it was
and had within a short time, traveled over two
hundred miles, and been put into an old lighting Corps. Foremost in the ranks, in his
proper place, was their Major, who knows full
well his duties and docs them with a will; he
had, previous to his connection with this regiment, proved a gallant, consistent, and prompt
officer; the mnpire of peace. I do not hesitate to say that I might well feel proud of this,
the 20th regiment of our State. And well we
might feel proud of such a regiment and such
officers as command it. This regiment w ill earn
a reputation like our Maine
regiments. I will
not mention the
sanitary condition of the two
regiments mentioned in this letter, but will defer the subject until I become more conversant with it. I assure you, however, that the
medical department of these two
regiments is
well established by aide and efficient
surgeons.
I cannot close without saying
something
relative to the Chaplains of these two
regiments—and it will Ire enough, and I cannot
say more than that they are Chaplains indeed.
The lateness of the hour prevents the furthur extension of my letter, and I will
only
add that we are now' within nine miles of

Fredericksburg, and that we move forward for
that place in the morning. I will close
by
promising you more anon.
C. C. Hayes
Respectfully Yours,
Mackay is the New York corresof the London Times. Recently he
edified the Cockneys with a cock-and-bull”
Dr.

pondent

story about the expected abdication of President Lincoln.
Just before the New York
election lie wrote:
Were McLellan a man like
Napoleon III—
able,ambitious and daring—he, and he alone, of

all the public, men in
America, might, with the
assistance of the triumphant
Democrats,!if they
are to be
triumphant,) effect a successful
rl etat. And if something of the kind becoop
not
attempted, it will be lor lack of a man, and not
lor lack of provocatives, or of latent
sympathy
on the part of
large masses of the people.”

AND

Now

in

1G3 IVXicldle Sti’eet.

Of every

GOODS,

description,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

BEST
_

COFFINS
—AND—

city,

of every

description,

Til tlic T'sVntest

Is

finish-

AT

Style,

Clothing-

selling, regardless

of

Cost,

BURLEIGH'S.

A UK AT-

C.

II.

MILITARY

KLAKE'S,

No. 30 UNION STREET.
And

will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the

E. K.
E. C.

Bath, July 3. 1862.

LEWIS,
Square, U’<i Preble

tans.

city.

UNIFORMS,

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding,
J. p. Morse,
Oavid Fatten,
u. C. Jameson.

WARKEX
Omec T I Middle,

nil It 4 UTS

of Kxrbnugc If.,
1‘OUTLAND, ME.,
Agent oftbe following Knurr Class Insurance Co'.:
National Insurance Company.
Or Boston.
Cash Capital ami Surplus, £400,000.
Republic Fire Insurance Company,'
Of New York.
Cash Capita! and Surplus, £312,000.
Rclicl Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, £250.000.
Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

;

HcproiTiKO Drawer, the l*eat kind ever made.
All order* for Repairing Furniture, Varnish*
liig. Unholstering, Chair Seating, (Hazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
jul.Sltf

€»ilt Fnimt^.
PORTRAITS A>K LANDSCAPES of any
sire or style desired—latest pattern* and best

FOR

workmanship— made

to

MORRISON

order bv
& CO.. 26, Market

Square

CUSTOM
Of every
to fit.

description,

WORK,

made to order

and warranted

June 23.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership which has existed between tho

"a*

dissolved

on

the 27th

The Junior
Eaton Sliaw'B

name of E. SHAW Ic CO.,
ultimo, bv mutual consent.
EATON SHAW,
WM. W. LOTUROP.

Partner, having purchased
interest in the Shoe Store at

No. 88 Middle Street,

wili continue the business as usual at
w here a
large assortment of

boots,

Gentlemen's

Fugpishing

-Ever offered iu Maine,

Goods,

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

so as

to warrant entire sat-

_

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

-AND-

AND TRIMMING GOODS

of tho BERT qualities, may be found at LOW
PRH LS. 1 lie patronage of ioriuer customer* and
the public generally i*
solicited.

respectfully

Manufacturing and Repairing to order.
W. W. LOTUROP.

DRY FISH.
QTS.

OAJ'fVf LOCK,

Largo and Small COD,
HAKE and HADDOCK.

m
noyl8eod & w3w22

Are

unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

novl7 d3w

I*OI-

DANA & CO.

on

to look at
it

was

before purbought before the great
our

stock

goods.

IBB IVrirlrlle
Portland, July 22.

.

ol

—

Stoves,

it Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and customers are invited to give him a call.
laugSO 3m

d&wtf

Mutual Life Insurance.

m.

Rtreet,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
18S2.

dGm

Choice

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.
Company

has

!iiui

Twelve Hundred Thousand Hollars.

invited to

Economy—Care

in its Risks, and Safe
characterize its management.

Marble

subject

to

II.

€•

A

in the

B

Street,

public that having purchased the
G O w E L L,

recently

__

nd at AS
can

(Office No. 9 State House.)

see

complete variety

before
ocl8

AuRnsta, aM©.

of

BY

—

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
Boston.
Sold in
oo25

Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

YEATO.Y & HALE.
I

|

Commission
SHIP

Nrrrhanti,

BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

AND DEALERS IN

—

Ship and Cabin Stores,
MOULTON'S BLOCK,
Corner Commercial St. and

Lone WM,

Portland, Me.
JOHK

YBATON,

JO.STB

HAL*.

Particular attention paid to procuring Freight,,
purchasing t 'argot, aud Charter, ibr reason.
Au*nat2. ISffit
d&w«m7

and

REFERENCES.

LOW PRICES ns the same quality and
purchased, at any other place in the

Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Uou. James G. Blaine,
Hon.

be

8TiT“Xo trouble to show goods: call and
] u re basing elsewhere.

a

US Mile Street—corner of Batterymarcb Street,

Soldier* dying

SETH E. BEED1

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
D'le

or

CON-

weighing apparatus,

Pensions

tnd taken the store
occupied by him, (129
.fiddle Street,) are prepared to furuish Mr. (iowell's
as well as their own friends and

1

nov20

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldier> who have dietl while in the servidto of the L’nA
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay c«*
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Oflicv address

j brmer customers,
1 he public, with

SPARROW,

With

|

IRON WORK

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled hv sickness contracted while in the service
of the Uuited States, iu the line of duty.

stock of

S.

Oflicers

as

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

Hall.

U. S. service.

con-

» O ^V. Tu E S !

Invalid Pensions,

NON,

GM>OI>S,

1^0 Middle
iVould inform the

Pipe.

is

Fay. Ac.,

orig-

Coal aad Railroad Beales I

BUTCHERS*. GROCERS*. DRUGGISTS*.
FECTIONERS' and GOLD

AGENT FOR-

prepared to obtain from the
THE
United Slates tioverument. SlOO Bounty Money,
Back
for heirs of

Foreign and Domestic

DRY

Hay,

And Pension*.

PORTLAND, ME.

LOVELL.

For saie. in every variety,

GOODS,

Bounty tlonej, Back Pay,
undersigned

—DEALERS IN—

IT

General Aoent koh the State ok Maine.
Office No.74Middle at.,opposite Poatottice.
I ortlaud, Oct, h, 1862.
ocl7 dkw

SlOO

and

Grindstones.

Forfeiture,

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861, THAN
ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.
Further information will be cheerfully furnished
3U application
by mail or otherwise to

Work

are still made bv the
only by thk.m.i anil are

—

Soap Stone,

Monumental

Je23tf

These celebrated Scale*

stantly receiving all the improvements w hich their
loug experience aud skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
yf the be*t material*, aud are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.
#

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sta..

nid upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and alt circumstances the
uionoy paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured be attained, either in whole or in
part, iu
?xact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the
prosperity and
utooeaa of this Company than the fact shown
by tho
recently published official reports, viz: that

WARREN

Chimney I*ieces,

Stan dar d."

•

inal itivcutor*. (and

Ranges,

Assortment of

All kinds of TIN anti SHEET
done to order, at short notice.

to receive orders for

Free Stone,

Complete

Lancaster

Work.

A %'U til

SCALES.

TJNTDEIl

give

Novem-

1»E A LEH IN—

-ALSO,

THOMPSON,

prepared

Marble,

Invest-

It is a purely mutual company, all its
profits being
divided among its members annuallv.
In addition to ail the various terms of Whole
Like. Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special att, ntivn to
s new feature in Lite Insurance introduced
by this
Company some two years since, viz: the issuing of

not

K.
Is

rilUD

Registers, Ventilators, &r.

one

J.

I
novlS edtd

^-uJ

The Vetrifled Water and Drain

septlO—3m

Marble

of the Oldest. Safest and most
Successful
Life Companies in the Cnited States, and affords to
to participate iu the benelita of Lite
wishing
persons
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equalled by any other iu tins country.
Strict

call.

a

are

of

OlINBY.
S. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine.

1

YLE BY

HOUSE FURNISHING

VEGETABLES,

ssr His friends and the public

!

-ALSOA

And Country Produce,

paid since its organization to
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of the Assured
upwards of

It is

FRUIT,

eighteenth day
F. A

celebrated Baestow Stove Co.

it a k i: it,

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

S

Furnaces and

From the

CORXER OF EXCIIAXGE $ FEDERAL STS.,

New York Life Insurance
Comp’),
Established in 1845—Net Capital over

Life Policies

the old stand,

RUBBERSJ

general assortment

a

FAMILY GROCERIESj

J.

ments,

can

isfaction to the purchaser.

shoes,

hand

Portland,

ber, A. D. 18®.

P. A. HOWARD.

Fore Street, Portland,
on

of aocording to law.
disposed
Dated at
this

body

FOB

of Pn**amalast pa-t at

Kobbiuston. in said District.
Which seizures were* for breaches of the law* of
the 1 nited States, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libels; that a hearing and trial will be had
thereon, nf Portland, on the First Tuesday af December next, where any person* interested
therein,
mnv appear and show cause, if any can be
shown,
wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit,and

ROASTING AND BAKING.

JOHN FI HINTON,
No, 183

STOVE

lint tho norcl—tho pocaltor foatnro ol tho MODEL
COOK—that w hieh distinguishes it from ull others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven withi
the
of the stove aud in front of the lire; so arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves lmte been used, they havo
given universal satisfaction.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

Molaasea,

by the Collector of the District
ouoddy. on tlie tenth Uav of September
*elzed

j

VLAlUiE

Keeps constantly
prime

Five Hogsheads of

au

TIGHT

stove so perfectly titled as to place tho
draft of the stove entirely within the control of the
person using it; enabling him to preserve either a
! wood or coal tire for many hours, by simply closing
j the draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
aud iu cost of fuel, as well a- avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.

FACTORY)

lT. S. Marshal's. Vollrr.
U SITED .Statfs

Ten Thousand Four Hundred C igar*,

we mean a

..

Tills
The largest aud best selected stock of

AND-

I THE
subscribe)..under the

AIR

and Fashionable Stock of the above articles
may be found at this establishment, comprising every aaacrlptiou for a traveling outfit.
dBm
J. K. DURAN.
July 30.190.

Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to t>® the
first am si deration in effecting insurance, is here olfored to the public, at the lowest rafts
of jtrtminm
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office iu “Boyd’s Building,” opposite Post Office.

..

seized by the Collector of the District of Portland
aud Faltnonrh. on the ninth day of
September last
pa*t. at 1 ortlami. in said district;
A Libit against

England.

Trunks!

ill A N U

Company,

The senior partner of the Company, whoso
experiof nearly a quarter of a century in tho Stove

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 165

Uxrrxn Static* or America, I
bhlriet of Msinp, u.
Pursuant to an Interlocutory Order of *ale, to mo
directed, from the lion. Ashar Ware. Judge of tbo
United State* District Court, within and for the Diatrict of MaHw. 1 *hall expose and sell at 1‘uhlic Vendue to the highest bidder therefor, the
following
and meachandize. at the time and
property
place
within said District, a* follows, viz
At Ltvng Wharf
in Portland, on Tuesday the second day of December
at
eleven
next,
o’clock. A. M.. the Schooxkr SrtA*
E. Bnowx. h*r tackle, apparel and furniture. tho
*ame having hern ordered to be sold
by the District
Court of the United State* for the District of Maine
7Vmu» af sale, CASH
Dated at For laud this twenty-sixth dayJ of November. A D 18®
F A. QVIMBT,
U. 8. Deputy Marshal.
District of Maine.
Nov.27 -dedts

public

ence

DEALER IS-

-C. II. B. also manufacture*1

Barstow Stove

-AT-

SIMHKOW,

Ordnance.

PUB8U

PUBLIC.

Whose Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

Carpet-Bags,

eor.

RIPI.EY,
Gen. thief

or Aw ERICA, |
IHstrirt nf Maine, ss.
I
ANT to Monitions from the lion. Aahnr
Wai e.Judgc of the United State* District
Court,
within and for the Di*trict of Maiue, I hereby
giva
notice that the following Libel* have been filed
in said Court, viz A Libel again*!

Manufactured by the

-AND

INSURANCE.

\

Stoves,

It OFFER F. D TO THE

F. V E

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

d«m

U3w&w3m

Manufacture, says—that by

Trunks!

Brig.

(i. S. Mnrwhiil'a Naif.

greatest of modern improvements in the line of i

prmnpHv

HARDING, President,
HYDE, .Secretary.

IHIIITLAVI).

Cools.

Street, I’ortlaxd, Me.

Description

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DRAWER-WORK
Of every Ascription, including Taylor’s Selp*

The

1Carm. Cold awl Shower Rath'. Hash Bowl), Bra»
and Silrer Plated Cock).
of Water Fixture for DwellA ing 11 cure*. Hotel*. Public
Building*. Ship*. & c.,
arranged and act up In the be«t manner, ami all order* hi town or couiitrr taithfullv executed. All
kinds of .lobbing
attended to.
( (instantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer l'umps of all kinds.
jnly2!*dly

IJ1VKRY

JAS. W.

__

With Tito Ovcba

-MAKER or-

the

will be addressed to the undersigned at
and will be endorsed "Proposal,

nov2»—tD9

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 121 Exchaxoe

on

Proposal,

The Model Cook! ;

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P I. U M B K U,

metal. Drawing* of themprojectiles can be seen at
the principal arsenals of the
United State*, at the
Ordnance Agency, No. 4ft Worth
street, New York,
and at thn> office.
The projectile, are to be delivered, free of charge
for transportation, at the United State,
areual. on
Governor', I,land. New York
harbor, where they
will be inspected; aud all such a,
maybe
must be removed, by the contractor,'
ioimediately
J
alter the inspection or each delivery
Hid. will be received for any
of the quantity required, not leea than SrO of any one kind lieliveries to be made at follows: One
tenth, of each
kind, within thirty day. after notitlcation ot
acceptance of bid, aud not les. than one tenth
weekly thereafter until all shall be delivered.
Payment will t>e made by the Treaattry Departaent
on the nsnai certiUeatea of
inspection and teceint
r
after eaeb delivery.
Bond*, with approved aanty, will be
required for
•he faithful perfoi manre of contracts
No bid will be entertained unless if be
accompanied
bv an af davit from the party making it, to the effect
that he i« sn iron founder. and that if his bid it accepted. the projectile, will be made at his foundry—
naming it aud it. location; aud the right Is reserved
to reject any aud all bid. if deemed
unsatisfactory for

Washington C.ty,
for Projectiles."

dfcwtf

CITY HOT El.,

Portland. Ang. 23,1802.

AKD OKSKBAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
*e|th—3m

For

officers, made to order, fYora the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

St.

dtf

IMPORTERS,

-.

Summer

CASKETS,
To be found in this

M. F. Gannett,
J. H Me Lei la n,
Jas. F. Patten,

Ptasailumkeag. June23,1862.

I

anv cause.

of
promises to spare no pains to
accommodate its fomv-r patrons, as well as
his old friends and the public
generally,
H»* "ig had au ex; erienar of sixteen
years,
be thinks he can now “keep a hotel.”
This house > one of the best in the
city, and very
located
on
pleasantly
Congress, corner of Green
Street.

Widgery’s Wharf, Portland, Me.,

;

MAINE.

w

amasa t. c. oonr.E,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship
this house,

I’HiSF, BROTHERS A CO.,

to

Wm. Drummond,
Sam’l I. Robinson,
Arthur Scwall,
Lewis lilackmer,
8. A. Houghton,

Photograph, |

or

TRASK A
127 Market

Use,
MILITARY

j

Square, where
LIKKNKSSKS, ami war*ali*faction, at pricer viiicli defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* oa/y Fifteen Centt.

exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk*

FIRE

jAug.

T II E

BIRLFAGH’S,

YOU

Ambrotype

July 14th.

subscriber

|
j

not fail to call at No. 27 Maiket

MUTUAL

#300,000

CASKETS,

And will make to order
anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the vkrv best. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the niauiitkctuiiiig. lining and
trimming
ol the above, I can luruish them chcaiier than
any
one else.
6, 1802.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

«

AT

Fortlnnd,

...

j

told very respectftillv anuouuce to his numerous friends, and
the
public generally, that duriug the temjxirary
-icotnpuisory -u pcn-;.»n of lua bu.-uiess he
rurn shed this well-known house
anew, aud ia
now better thou ever
prepared to wait upon his customers, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
! hitherto received.
£. G. MAYO

DOthey take t*KKFELT

INSURANCE.

Patten,
Oliver Moses.

NDKRTAKER,

TIIF.

A

po'rtion

CENTRAL, IIOl/SE,
E. G. Mayo,
I'roprietor. j
j

PASSADUMKEAQ,

ajjcl or pick, War biPAtTxur,
Wamiixgtos, November 24. 1*®.

refected

Terms Moderate by the Week or
Dwy.
Rath, .June 23,1862.
dtf

rant

I>1 RECTOR*

Lt. Col. who was

wml,,

Best

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

John

17

Street,

IF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

GREAT EXCITEMENT

No. Ill En-hnngc Street,
Portland,
Residence renr of 411 Congress Street,
keeps constantly on hand all the various kinds of

dtf

TITCO.TIB,

SPECIME A- LIMBS MA Y BE SEES AT

OF

they

FURNISHING

T11E Oily of Bath la one of the healthieet
localities on the coast of Malue—dellchtfulit situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one ot the most
( retreats from the dust atui turmoil or our
-®ore cities.
The .SAOAPARnrK is mm of the finest, most
simcous, and best appointe.1 Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the
Steamboat
Depot.
Landing, l'ost Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly iu the business centre of the City.

potheoary,

373 Congress
aug4dtf

THE

JAMES I*. SLEEPER,

BATH. MAINE.

AND

And that
are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, agaiust marine risk*, not

who have

Oloth.8,

Sheet Ontta Percha for Splints,
CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

Portland* Me*

Je38tf

amounts

an

SAGAHAHOUK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,

-WANT THE-

Capital Stock

with house.
--

-ALSO.-

OFFICE UNDER THE SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Hath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice thattheir

!

|

PALMER'S
ARTIFICIAL LI/TIBS,

Marine Insurance Company.

I

Bay Slate;

presently the 20lh Maine came to our view, led by
the young nnd gallant Aines, who has
already
earned a high reputation; as a soldier, there-

A.

J. L. WIXSLOR* Ageut*

nov3 tf

soldier and it would be useless for my
pen to
forth praise of so gallant a commander.

L. II.

dly

faction..

BATH

Headquarter*

•.•Terror 81 |K?r day. Stable connect**1

Vestings!

full assortment of

a

Portland, Sept. 24,1832.

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Pore St.,
jnlldtf
PORTLAND. ME.

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

selected Stock of

well

prepared to make them up at ahort notice.
Call and Sec,

NAVY

Watch-Maker,

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

La lest fVom

large and

S„

PLUMMER.

M.

swill to In- removed in soch

EALED PK0P08ALS will b< received bv tide
Department. until 4 o’clock, I*. M on the ninth
aar of December next, for the
manalacture aud delivery of the following projectiles, viz:
5*000 ten-inch Solid Shot.
1,000 fifteen-inch Shelf*.
1.000 tifWu-iuch Battering Shot.
Tho projectile* to be made of the kind of metal,
and Inspected after the rules laid down in
the Ordnance Manual, with the
exception of the Battering
Shot, which must be made of what i* known
a* ran

886. Wa*eh9gtoh St., Bath.

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.

C. AS FITTING,
Done in the best manner.

UNION FOREVER I

speak

And i*

STEAM AND

our

Messrs. Flost & Firyk having leased
my Mill and |
purchased my stock and tiade, I ch<*crful1y recoin- j
mend them to my customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1802.
W. C. BRADLEY'.

a

Hy C\

BOSTON,

own

ProuohalK.
urd.i

HOTfeL'

—

bi«

In Citt Council, Xor 24.1868.
,,.
Thm bill haring been read twice
pn-gf d to be ordained
Nov. 26. lSd2—Approved by the Mayor.
Atl«»t:
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk
no 27 2w

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland. Aug. 19, 1862.
dtt
BAT1I

most

AND

Military

N. B.—All work being promptly and personattended to, is warranted to give thorough satis-

Steam

MORRISON k CO.

ttrrcuncD

YORK

Also

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION 0E HACHINERT,

Old Frames Kc-Gilt,
RENEWED hy

EVES,

cau,<-

manner as he d.-em
proper, upon obtaining tlierefbr.
•Permit from the City Clerk
And the City Clerk
than keep a record o: the permits so
granted.

Federal Street, Portland, and invites
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotel.“ Clean,
airv rooms, good bed*, a well-provided table, at tentive servants and moderate charge* are the induceincuts he bolds out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to the “Forest
City.”

any part or the city, free
sep6—3in

R K

has just

With

STREET,

MAKUFACTURE*

AltVwl Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

m

Cloths, Cassimeres and

L. J. CROSS,

P*

Nos. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
Woodman,

NEW

Tailor,

•141 Middle Street*

person may

HOI SE.M

—

iV

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

lANtFACTUBIffl AM JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,
fi«>. W.

I).
—

Portland. Me.
jc23tt

EXCHANGE

peated
Section 2. That sections 19, 20, 21 22 and 23, of the
revised (Irdlnanees on Health he, and the same are
hereby revived and in mil force, provided, that any

undersigned respectfully inform* the
public that h* ban leased tbe above House,

PORTKR.

-.A

Section 1. That an Ordinance entitled "An Ordinance amending th" Ordinance on
Health," approved June -1th. 1860, be ami the same is hereby re-

THE

AGENT FOR-

98

Dealers in

“i: hin

The Tailor,

--

A. D. REEVES,

Goodi, &c.,

WOODWAX, TBUE A CO.,

A. W.

delivered

BV-

dispensary

Importers

A

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

FOOK,

And solicit a shan of public patronage,
trusting
that by famishing tlic purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the marktC affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAS. W. CROSMAM.
TM08. H.POOR.
Je24tf

Setli B.

AN

taken

tention to their

uooaa

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WlIAliF,
Commercial Street,

KINDSj

Market, Portland.

KENNEY,

of charge.

merchants,

IN

Street

dti-

on

W. H.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

ARMY

store. No. 7 5 Middle Street,
(Fox Block,) mud res]K»ctfuller invite public at-

Use,

by not being impaired by age, dampness or change
of climate; and the proprietors, ever
grateful forliDeral Tiatronage rcceh ed, f»-el confident that, bv
giving their personal attention to the raannlacture.they
will continue to merit the confidence of their former
patrons and of the trade in general.

EATABLES to

of

Drngi, Chemicals, Fancy

tlte trade in large or
prepared
small quantities with an article which we warrant
superior to any offered in the market, it being the

rattling
long train of wagons was heard
resembling the clattering sound that I so oft
heard on the reniusula. After the
long train

variety

a

appetite.

Nos. 2,4 & 0 Warren

EXCHANGE STREET.

DKALXKB

Exchange

H < > T i: i, s.

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, 4c.,

Tailor,

ALBERT WF.IIB A CO.,

Street,

ry Meals served to order, Day and Evening.
Ho hopes by good attendance to business, aud
polite attention to customers, to merit a share of
public
novU d4w*
patronage.

*

rilHE undersigned having assumed the business of
X the late firm of Brown ft Perkins, and having
increased our laciiities for the manulacturc of our

of the

iknan

the

1STew

that all the sick
had been removed from that place and it was
to be abandoned. When early morn came the

XTunr

51. Fore

53
Sept. 27.1B62

MEATS OF ALL

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitebell. Jul31d«tn J»'b P. Chainplin.

John

relating to an Ordinance enJr'liUa,itea,nc,ld,u- th. Ordinance
Health
lie it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Comwon Council of the City
of Bor Hand, in City ( ounctl a**emh!ed. an follows

on

HAM, I,. DAVIS.

Me.

One Thousand Eight Hundred and

Year

Sixty-t ico.

TACTICSj

Army Regulation*.

DEALERS IN

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Commercial SI., opp. Thomas Block,

Saloon,
o.

I

his friends and tho

In the

W. H. KENNEY A CO„

Vr

85

Portland,

dollars,

T1ME- «' "to rate of interest of Fira
per annum. The Bonds will be dated
December 1, 1*13. and issued in sums ol §600 ,„d
Sluftu, with semi-anunal coupons, both payable in
Portland, and purchasers will be required to par the
accrued interest till their pavraents for the
same.
Hie right to reject proposals not deemed
satlslkctory
will be reserv ed.
HEN I! V p. Lt HID. Treasurer.
nov2fj edtdeefl

SEAVEY.

CASEY'S U. S.

PRODUCK,

291 foil ere.. Street,
se*p5—3m

State.

UTl or PONT LAND.

GROCERIES,

COUNTRY

Firry thousand
Txaits
°„v**
FFH CAA f.

by

NEW edition or

rnonsroirs. fruit, vegetables,

AND

Secretary of

TJR'iroSALS will be received „ thUo*,,,, until
Wednesday, Dec. 3*1, at 12 o'clock M tor the
purchase of Bonds Isrurd by the f’ltv of Portland for
municipal purposes to the amount of

New Works !

IN-

FAMILY

AND HEALERS 15-

JOSEPH P. TAVIjOII

novll 3wisdAw21

K, CHOICE

TWITCH III., I, * CHAHIPLIN,

Saloon!

n0vl tf

Augua-

J.

and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials retHled.
Jane 24, ljUS2,
eodfira

JOHNSON A CHENEBY,

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CVSUMS s, fc., tc.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

Commission

f

C.

Chamber,

f.oan lo Hip I Tty or Portland.

Clinicians

»

PAINE,
HOW,

WILLIAM

PEA I.EUR

liOunptHi, Bwlsteuris,

»8

M.

^he^-krtcuHee*^mncit
in

of

,b.e C°uncil

m

ncztdtd__

Picture-Framing,

For sale at the above store

and

of

F FT R NIT IT R

A. D. BEEVES,

La I...

Codman Block, Temple Street,

Opposite

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER

Post Office.

respectfully inform
T]|rOULD
11
nillilio iriiiiaralli'

MAltBETT,

Portland Match

F.

Airin'benh”!'d

taonMoudi.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,

Roofing Slate,
Street,
Wharf..Portland, Me.

Smith’s

Executive Department,

Done neatly as usual.

‘■275 Coinmeroiiil
HENRY L.

WILLIAM

CAP!

Eating

Wood

Coal,

and

Book-Binding

C0~

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW A CO.,)

attention given to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

novl92wcdis

THOS. LYNCH.

HENRY L. PAINE&

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
jottdtf

IS’,
Opposite

BABKKh,

-Dealers in-

NEW LOT—JUST OUT

Burnside

Blanket*,Quilt*, shectlnp*.Flannel.,

FROM THE ARMY.

came

JOINVILLE,

AT

PKLKO

State of .'nalne.

TO No. 02 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above tbe Briti.di ami American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in his line, at
very low prices.

_je28dtf

HOODT.

O

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Cloaks, Shawls, Dress Good*,

above

Next

DE

lowest rul-

description executed
pertaining to the offlcf or gaper promptly transacted ou
application as

RUARKLIN

LYNCH,

OFFICIAL.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pietirt frames, Paper flangings Fanry Goods, tc, te.,

PortlaudU Mr.
JOHN

£y Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired ami varnished. Chairs re-caned in an Improved manner. Secoud-hanci Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
JiilS0d6m

dly

SKATING

Temple Street,

....

lias removed his stock of

GRANITE STORES,.... COMMERCIAL
STREET,
(Opposite* head of Widgery's Wharf,)

Sugar !E2, efinery,

“Antietam !”

aTmARRETT,

EDWIN

•veuing.

•

STREET.

JUST KECEIVED.

Press

emplified

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

3STew Winter
1>IXY GOODS,

business character to the Publishers.

'Wholesale Grocers,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

M*.

^Manufactnrrr

WEEKS A CO.

J. F.

ARDRIW T. DOLE.

S. II. COLES WORTHY,

IN

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

PORTLAND,

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,
AND

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

.

Devotes personal attention to the application of
TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

Vermont Batter.

W All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors of the Press," and

,

•*

50 Tierces Muscovado
150 Bbls. Clear Tork,
80
Mess
40 Bbls. Leaf Lard.
for sale by
iiOTUNI EATON,
no\3 lmd
No. 1 Central Wharf.

**

DEALERS

N0 138

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

__coiltf
JOHN H. BKOWN A SONS,

THOS. G. LORING,
Apothecar y

vance.

Soon came

on
for a

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE

one

SHOULDER BRACTS and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly on hand.
iJT The Poor liberally considered.
isocl8

"

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in
ever)- part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

Monday morning
which place I arrived late in
the previous day. I found

and

AND-

200 Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for family use, by
ItUFUS DEHKIXG,

Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
for one insertion. No charge less than fifty

as

—ALSO—
on Spring

one

-also-

per line
cents.

it is termed among the regiments.
the 20th regiment at Warrenton

Land,

Commission

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

_Juiw 23.

! BOARDS—Iitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASllES on hand.

:

91.00 per week after.

Camp

Grocer.

GENERAL

nov4eodtf

Advertisements, 91.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 91.25 per square; 75 cents
per
week after. One sq uare e%-ery other day one week,
91.00; 60 cents per week after.
Inhibitions, 4c., under head of Amusements,
1-TL00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 91.50 pdhaquare for first
week,

those of a

family

a

_

Transient

*

DOLE” A MOODY,

*»

O/k/'k M first quality Boachand Maple Ship Dank:
vJVr to be sawed to order. For sale by
JOHN LYNCH A CO.
Nov. 18, 18G2.-3W.

„pDORS,

Ad vortiHinjr

ol’

For Kale.

FOR SALE.

three cents.

Hates

BUSINESS CARDS.

No. 4 Galt Block.

name

FOSTE R A

A.

JUST
novl8 d2w

MORNING, DECEMBER 2,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Choice Vermont Butter
RECEIVED, and for sale br
C. C. CHATMAN A CO.,

published »t No. S2J EXCHANGE STREET,
in POX BLOCK,
by

TUESDAY

;

1

scp20d& wlltf

Joseph B. Hall,
Sec> of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

On Ilnml.

Hon.

A

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold

Leaf,

and at low rates at
2«

Uabkkt Squab*

X———mg——

THE DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND

MAINE

llictdav Morning* Dec. 2, 1802.
_

-:--

The Portland Dailv Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

1 SlU I

President’s

the government anil diminish the burdens of
the people.
It is worthy of your serious consideration
whether some extraordinary measures to promote that end canuot lie adopted. The means
which suggests itself as most likely to lie effectual, is a scientific exploration of the mineral regions in those territories, with a view to
the publication of its results at home and in
foreign countries—results which cannot tail to
be auspicious.

Message.

Fellow cltize im of the .Senate and House of
Hetiresentat h'ex;
Since your last annual assembling another
year of health and bountiful harvest* has passed. and while it has not pleased the Almighty
to bless us with a return of peace, we can hut
press on, guided by the best light lie gives us,
trusting that in His own good time and wise
way all will be well.
FOllEION

A IF AI Its.

FINANCES.

The correspondence touching foreign affairs
which lias taken place during hist year is
herewith snbmitted, in virtual compliance
with a request lo that effect made by the
House of Representatives near the close of
last session of Congress. If the conditions
of our relations witli other nations is less gratifying titan it has usually been at former
periods, it is certainly more satisfactory than a
nation so unhappily distracted, tts we might
reasonably have apprehended.
In the month ol June last there were some
grounds to expect that the inuriiime powers,
which, at the beginning of our domestic difficulties, so unwisely and unnecessarily, as we
think, to recognize the insurgents as a lielligerent, would soon recede from that position,
which lias proved only less injurious to themselves than to our own couutry, but the temporary reverses which afterwards befell the
national arms, and which were exaggerated by our own disloyal citizens abroad, have
hitherto delayed that act of simple justice.
The civil war w hicb has so radically changed
for the moment the occupation ami habits ot
the American people,has necessarily disturbed
the social condition, and affected very deeply
the prosperity of the nations with which we
have carried on a commerce that has been
steadily increasing throughout a period of half
a century.
It has at the same time excited
jxilitical ambitions and apprehensions which
have produced a profound agitation throughout
the civilized world.
in this unusual agitation we have forborne
taking part in any controversy between foreign Slates, ami between parties or factions in
such States we have attempted no propagandist!!, and acknowledged no revolution, but
have left to every nation the exclusive conduct and management of its own affairs. Our
struggles have been of course contemplated
by foreign nations with reference less to its
supposed, and often exaggerated effects, and
tile consequences resulting to those nations

The Treasury report includes a considerable
sum which hail
previously been reported from
the Interior, sufficiently large to overreach the
sum derived from the three months now reported upon by the Interior, and not by the Treasury.

tah, Nebraska, and part of Colorado, has above

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

The Indian tribes upon our frontiers have,
during the past year, manifested a spirit of insubordination, and at several points have engaged in open hostilities against tile white
settlements in their vicinity. The tribes occupying the Indian country south of Kansas
renounced their allegiance to the United States
government, and entered into treaties with

but it would require really no cash nor bonds
contrabands, nor to those made tree by the act
ten millions of people, and will have tidy milany faster than emancipation
of Congress abolishing slavery here.
progresses.
lions within tidy years, if not prevented by
This might, and probably would not close lieThe plan consisting or these articles is reclore the end of the thirty-seven years.l At that
any political folly or mistake. It contains
ommended, not but that a restoration of the
more than one-third of the country owned hy
time we probably shall have one himdn d iniinational authority would be accepted without
the United States—certainly more than one
lions/if people to share the burden, iri-tead of its adoption; nor will the war, nor
million of square miles. Once half as poputhirty-one millions as now; and not only so, 1 ings under the proclamation of Sept. proceed22, 1862,
lous as Massachusetts already is, it would have
but the increase of our population may he ex- ! be
stayed, because of the recommendation of
more than seventy-five millions of people.
A
peeted to continue fora long time alter period I this plan. Its timely
I doubt not,
glance at the map shows that, territorially as rapidly as before, because our territory will ! would
bring restoration, and thereby stay both.
speaking, it is the great body of the Republic. not have become full.
And notwithstanding this plan, the ret omu endThe other parts are but marginal borders to it.
I do not state this inconsiderately. At the
ation that Congress provide by law lor comTlic magnificent region sloping west from
same rates of increase which we have mainpensating any State which may adopt emancithe Rocky Mountains, the Paeille being the
tained on an average, from our first national
pation before this plan shall have been acted,
and
also
the
in
recensus in 1790 until that of I860, we should,
richest, developed
deepest,
upon,is hereby earnestly renewed. Such would
sources, in the production of provisions, grains,
in 1«U0, have a population of 103,208,415. And
only be an advance part of the plan, and the
grasses, and all which proceed front them.—
why muy we not continue that ratio far Iki- saute arguments apply to both.
This great interior region is naturally one of
this
Our
abundant
our
youd
room,
This plan is recommended as a means not in
period?
the most important in the world. Ascertain
broad national homestead, are our ample reexclusion of, but additional to, all others for reIrom the statistics the small proportion of the
sources.
Were our territories as limited as
storing and
the national authority
region, which has as yet been brought into cul- are the British Isles, very certainly population throughout preserving
the Union. The
subject is pretivation, and also the large and rapidly incould not expand as stated; instead of receivsented exclusively in its economical
aspect.
creasing amount of its products, ami we shall ing the foreign horn as now. we should be
1 he plan would, 1 am conAdent, secure
peace
he overwhelmed with the magnitude of the
compelled to turn the native isirii away.
more speedily than can be done
force
alone.
by
Blit such is*not our condition. We have
prospect presented. And yet this region has no
While it would cost less,
coitsiilering the
sea-coast, ami touches no ocean any where.
2.903.000 square miles. Europe lias 3,800,000 amounts ami manner of payment
aud times of
Part bf our nation, its people, find their way to
with a population averaging 73 1-3 persons to
payment. And the amounts would be easier
U,trope by New York, to South America and tlie square mile. Why may not our country paid than will bo the aiiditioual cost of
the
Africa hy New Orleans, to Asia liy San Franat some time average as
many? Is it less fer- war if we rely solely upon force. It is most
cisco.
tile ? Has it more waste surface by mountains,
that
it
would
cost
no
likely,
very likely,
blood
Hut separate our common country into two
rivers, lakes, deserts or other causes ? Is it at all. The plan is
as a permanent
nations, as designed hy the present rebellion, inferior to Europe in any national advantage ? constitutional law. profaned
It cannot become such
and every man of this great interior region is
If then, we are at some time to lie as popular
without the concurrence of, tlrst, two-thirds of
thereby cut off from some one or more of these as Europe. How soon? As to when this may Congress, and afterwards three-lourths of the
outlets, nut perhaps by a physical barrier, but be we can judge by the past and the present States. The requisite threc-lburths of the
by embarrassing ami onerous trade regula- as to when it will be. If ever, i> depends much States will necessarily include several of the
tions: ami this is true wherever a dividing or I on whether we maintain Hie Union.
slave States. Their concurrence. If obtained,
boundary Hue may be fixed. Place it betw een
Several of our States are above the average
w ill give assurance of their
severally adopting
the now free and slave country, or place it
European population of 73 1-3 to the square emanciplioii at no distant day, upon the new
south of Kentucky or north of Ohio, ami still
mile. Massachusetts baa 157, llliode Island
constitutional terms. Tills assurance would
the truth remains that none south of it cun
133, New York and New Jersey 80; also two
end the struggles now, aud save the Union
trade to any part or place north of it,and none
other great States, Pennsylvania and Ohio, are
forever.
north of it can trade to any part or place south
not far below, the former having t!3, nod the
I do not forget the gravity which should
of it, except upon terms declared by a governlatter 50. The States already above the Eurocharacterise a pai>er addressed to the Congress
*
ment foreign to them.
pean average, except New York.have increasof the Nation by th^Chiel Magistrate of the
These outlets west, east and south, are indised in as rapid ratio since passing that point us
Nation. Nor do I forget that some ef you
pensible to the well being of the peeple iuhab- \ ever before, w Idle no one of them is equal to are my seniors; nor that many of you have
aud
to
Inhabit
the
vast
interior.
Which
some other parts of our country in
itir.g,
national
more experience than I, in the conduct of
of them may he best is no proper question.— j capacity for sustaining a dense
population. public affairs. Yet I trust that, in view of the
All are better titan either, and all of right be- I Taking the nation in the
and
we
aggregate,
great responsibility resting upon me, you will
long to that people, and to tlicir successors j find it* population and ratio of increase for the
perceive no want of respect to yourselves in
forever.
True to themselves, they w ill not
several decennial periods to be as follows;
any undue earnestness I may seem to display.
ask where a line of separation shall be, but
Increase.
Is it doubted then that the plan proposed, if
Ratio of increase.
will vow rather that there shall be no such
1790
3.929.827
adopted, would shorten the war anti thus lesline. Nor are the marginal regions less in1800
85.02
sen the expenditures of
5,305,037
mouey and of blood?
terested in these communications tp and thro’
1810
30.45
7.289,814
Is it doubted that it would restore the nationmem u> me outside world,
l ney too, and
1820
33.13
al authority, and national prosperity, and per9,038,131
ami each of them, must have access to this
1830
33.49
12.80tS,O2O
petuate both indefinitely ? Is it doubted that
Egypt of tlie west, without paying toll at the
1840
32.07
if we here, Congress and Executive, can se17,009,483
crossing of any national boundary.
1850
35.87
23.191,870
cure its adoption, will not the good people reOur national strife springs not from our
1800
35.58
to a united and earnest appeal from us?
31,443,790
spond
permanent past, not from the land we inhabit,
This shows an average decennial increase of Can we, can they, by any other means, so cernot from our national liomesteud. There is
34.00 per cent, in population through the 70
tainly or so speedily assure these vital obno possible severing of this but W'ould multijects? We cau succeed only by concert. It
years from our first to our last census taken.
and
not
evils
us.
In
all
ply
mitigate
among
is uot. Can any of us imagine I letter ? but can
It is seen that the ratio of increase, at no
its adaptations and aptitudes it demands
we all do belter?
What soever is possible,
one of these seven periods, is either two per
union and abhors separation. In fact, it would
4‘4‘llt IihIiiw i»r tit'M in>r nont nlaivo
uinr.
still tiie question recurs. Can we do better?
ere long force reunion. However much of blood
The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate
age, thin showing how inflexible, and conseand treasure the separation might have cost,
quently how reliable, the law ol increase in our to the stormy present. The occasion is piled
our strife pertains to ourselves to the
passing case is. Assuming thus it will continue, it high with difficulty and we must rise with the
generations of men, and it cannot withuut gives the following results: 1870,42/(23341; occasion. As our case is new, so we must
couvulsiou be hushed forever with the passing
189). 56,907,210 ; 1890, 70.077,872 ; 1900, think anew and act anew. We must diseu-

adoption,

The condition of the finances will claim
your most diligent consideration. The vast
expenditures incident to the military and naval
We lay before our readers this morning the
operations required for the suppression of the the insurgents. Those who remained loyal to
second annual message of President Lincoln,
the United States government were driven
rebellion have hitherto been met with a prompand we do this to the exclusion of almost
from the country.
titude Htid certainty unusnal in similar cirThe Chief of the C'herokees has visited this
cumstances, and the public credit has been
everything else. It is an able, statesmanlike
city for the purpose of restoring the former
fully maintained. The continuance of the war
document, and presents a calm, dispassionate
relations of the tribe with the United States.
however, and tile increased disbursments necesview- of our national affairs, and with JackHe alleges that they were constrained by a
sary liir tlie augmented forces now in the field,
is
which
the
enunciates
sonian firmness
demand your best reflections as to the best
policy
superior force to enter into treaties with the
mode
of providing the necessary revenue withinsurgents, and that the United States neghereafter to be pursued by the government in
lected to furnish the protection which their
out injury to business, with the least possible
dealing with the gigantic rebellion «itb which
burdens upon labor. The suspension of specie
treaty stipulations required.
the federal powers are now grappling.
In the month of August last the Sioux Inpayments of the hanks soon after the commencedians in Minnesota attacked the settlements
ment of your last session, made large issues of
We have no room for specific comments or
in their vicinity with extreme ferocity, killing
L'uited States notes unavoidable. In no other
criticisms to-day, but shall lake occasion to
way could the payment of the troops, and the
indiscriminately men, women, and children.
notice some of the details of this stute paper
satisfaction of other just demands be so ecoThis attack was wholly unexpected and thereat our earliest convenience; meanwhile we
nomically or so well provided for. The judi- fore, no means of defence had been provided.
of
the
critical
attention
is estimated that no less than 800 persons
cious
It
of
the
retlie
commend it to
legislation
Congress,securing
ceivabilty of these notes for loans and inter- were killed by tin; Indians, and a large amount
reader.
The message commenced coming
nal duties ami making them a legal tender lor
of property was destroyed.
How the outover the wires at nearly 4 o’clock yesterday
oilier debts, lias made them universal currency
break was induced is not definitely known,
at
was
received
the
last
word
afternoon, and
and lias satisfied, partially at least, and for the
and suspicions, which may be unjust, need not
to be stated. Information was received by
time, tlie long felt want of an uniform circula3 o’clock.
ting medium, saving thereby to tlie people the Indian Bureau from different sources,
Maine
25tli.
sums
from
the
immense
in discounts and exchanges.
Letter
about the time hostilities were commenced,
A u-turn to specie payments, however, at tlie
that a simultaneous attack was to he made
Camp “Tom Casey,” Arlington I
earliest period compatible with due regard to
upon the White settlements, by all tile tribes
)
Heights, Va. Nov. 25,1802.
all interests, should i!Ver be kept in view.
between the Missouri river and the ltocky
Dear Press:—As the wheels of time roll
Fluctuations in the value of currency are alMountains.
The State of Minnesota has suffered great
ways injurious, and to reduce these fliictuusteadily onward, bringing all things to one fivtions to the lowest possible point w ill always injury from this Indian war. A large portion
nal stand-point, we find ourselves still encamptie a leading purpose in wise legislation.—
oi her territory inis been
depopulated, and a
ed upon the identical spot where my last letPrompt and certain convertibility into coin is severe loss has been sustained by tha destructer left us; enjoying yet lor a while a like disto
lie
tion
of
best and sure.-t
generally acknowledged
property. The people of that State
manifest much anxiety for the removal of the
against them, and it is extremely doubtful
tribution of the comforts and discomforts of
whether
a
t
circulation
of
lilies
United
States
notes,
beyond the limits of tile State .as a guarwar, when put in comparison with those of
payable in coin, and sufficiently large for the antee against future hostilities. The Commiscivil life.
wants of the people, can he permanently usesioner of Indian Affairs will furnish full deful and safelv maintained. Is there anv other
tails.
During the few days that have passed since
mode m winch the necessary provision lor tlie
I submit for your special consideration
the date of my first, there has not been much
public wants can be made, and the great ad- whether our Indian systems shall not be reof importance to excite the interest of any
of
a
safe and uniform currency securmodelled. Many wise mid good men are imvantages
ed? 1 know of none which promises so cerseetniug literary correspondent. Every day themselves.
pressed with tlie belief that they can be urolitWwrllitsli*si fifimnl iitil nn ihn nort nf tltisi
..Vtlv .1....Q
and
more
tain
here
and
at
Hie
same
of
time
so
the prospect
results,
grows
staying
unobjecGovernment,even il it were just, would cerPACIFIC RAILROAD.
tionable, as tlie organization ol banking associmore favorable, if the lalror we are performing
be unwise. The treaty with Great Britunder a general act of congress, will lie.
tainly
ations,
I submit a statement of tlie proceedings of
here is indicative of anything of that sort, in
ain lor the suppression of the African slave
Guarded in its provisions to such associations,
the commssiouers wliieh shows the
spite of the numerous unfounded rumors that trade has been put into operation, with a good the government ujjglit furnish circulating notes that has been made in the enterpriseprogress
of conon the security ot United Suites bonds,
prospect of complete success. It is an occahave been afloat in reference to our leaving
depos- structing the Pacific Railroad, and this sugsion of especial pleasure to acknow ledge that
ited in the treasury. These notes, prepared
gests tlie earliest completion of the road, and
for a more southern latitude.
the execution of it on tile part of her Majesunder tlie supervision of the proper officers,
also tile favorable action of Congress upon
The regiments composing the old brigade,
ty's Government, has been marked with a jeal- being uniform in appearance and security,and projects pending before them, for
enlarging
have been marched ofl'. one by one, without
ous respect for tile authority of the United
convertible always into coin, would at once
the capacities of the great canals in New York
knowing whither they were going, or when States, and the rights of their moral and loyal protect labor against the evils of a vicious cur- and Illinois, as being of vital and rapidly incitizens.
rency, and facilitate commerce by cheap and
creasing importance to tlie whole nation, and
they might reach their journey's end, until
The convention with Hanover for the abolisale exchange, and moderate reservation from
especially to tlie vast interior region hereinafthere was none but the 27th to tell us that we
tion of the Sladl Dues, has been carried into
tlie interest on the bonds would compensate
ter to tie noticed at some greater
length. I of one generation.
full etlect under the act of Congress for that
tlie United Suites for tlie preparation and diswere not to be left ulone in our glory; but a
purpose having prepared and laid before you
In this view, I recommend the adoption of
tribution oi the notes, and a general supervisto
repurpose.
authorities
the
at
an
or
two
some
began
since,
and
valuable
day
early day.
interesting
the following resolution:
ion of tlie system, and would lighten the burDIFFICULTIES
AlilSIXO
FROM
THE
BLOCKstatistical
information
this
to
our
numbers
a
build it again, by adding
upon
subject.
den of that part ot tlie public debt employed
Resolved—By the Senate and House of
ADE.
The Military and Commercial importance of
Delaware regiment. Yesterday, Col. Fessenas securities.
The public credit, moreover,
Representatives of the United States of Amerthe Illinois & Michigan Canal, and
A blockade of three thousand miles of seaenlarging
in Congress assembled, two thirds of both
would lie greatly improved, and the negotiaden was relieved from the command of the
coast could not be established and vigorously
improving the Illinois river, is presented in ica,
Houses concurring, that tlie following articles
tion of new loans greatly facilitated by tlie
tlie report of Col. Webster to the Secretary ot
brigade, w hich was immediately giveu to the eutbreed in a season ol great commercial acbe proposed to the legislatures or conventions
market demand for government bonds,
War and now transmitted to Congress, I reDelaware Colonel, and he has aguiu assumed
tivity, like tiie present, without committing steady
of tlie several slates, us amendments to tlie
which tlie adoption of the proposed system
ask attention to it.
occasional mistakes and indicting unintentionspectfully
His
was
the
25th.
return
of the United States, all or any
of
Constitution
the command
would create.
al injuries upon foreign nalious and their subAGRICULTURAL BUREAU.
of which articles, when ratifled by three
It is an additional recommendation of the
hailed with acclamations of joy, and near nine
jects.
To carry out tlie provisions of the act of
fourths of the said legislatures or conventions,
measure of considerable weight in my judghundred throats poured forth three rousing
A civil war occurring in a country where
to he valid us part or parts of the said constituCongress of tile 15th of May last. I have causthat it would reconcile as far as possiment,
i
reside
and
on
trade
under
foreigners
cheers for their commander.
carry
ed tlie department of agriculture of tlie Unitble all existing interests, by tlie opportunity
tion, viz:
is necessarily fruitful of
ed States to be organized. The commissioners
Article.— Every Stale wherein slavery
offered to existing institutions to reorganize
Death, for the first time, visited our regi- treaty stipulations,
ol the violation of neutral rights.
complaints
now exists which shall abolish the same thereinform me that within the period of a few
under tlie act substituting only tlie secured
ment yesterday, taking from our midst Charles
All such collisions tend to excite misapprehenin at any time tie tore the tlrst day of January,
months this department has established an exunilorm national circulation for llie local and
sions,and possibly to produce neutral reclamaKimball, of Casco, a member of Co. F.
in the year of our Loid 1U00, shall receive
tensive system of correspondence and exlurious circulations secured and unsecured
tions between nations which have a common
There is quite a number of cases of severe
now issued by them.
changes, both at home and abroad, which compensation from tlie United States as folinterest in preserving peace and friendship.
lows, to wit: The President of the United
promises to effect highly beneficial results iu
tlckuess, although but few are considered danRECEIPTS AMI! EXPENDITURES.
In clear cases of these kiuds I have so far as
the development of a correct knowledge of
Slates shall deliver to every State, bonds of
gerous. Every company has been represented
The receipts into the United States Treaspossible heard ami redressed complaints which
recent improvements iu agriculture, in the inthe United States liearing interest, at the rate
by more or less at one time, except Co. G, have been presented by frieudy powers. 1 have
ury from ail sources, including loans and
of-for each slave shown to have been
troduction of new products, and in tlie collecto
some
of
the
States
balance
thus
from the preceding year, for tlie llscal
;
proposed
which has stood the test of the weather braveforeign
therein by the eighth census of the United
tion of the agricultural statistics of the differconventions to exchange and
year ending on tlie 30th ot' June, 1802, were
ent States, und will soon lie prepared to disStales; said bonds to he delivered to such
ly, not having had but one member in the hos- interested,mutual
adjust such complaints. This proposition has $5t>3,S85.247 ol which sum $49,050,397 62 were tribute large seeds, cereals.plants
State by instalments or in one parcel at the
and cuttings,
pital, and he was there from a wound by a been made especially to Great Britain, to j derived from customs; $1,795,331 73 from the and lias
already published and liberally diffuscompletion of tlie abolishment, accordingly as
pick. They are a hardy set of men, and will France, to Spain, and to Prussia. In each direct tax: from tlie public lands $152,21373; ed much valuable information, in
anticipation the same shall have been, gradual or at one
case it has been kindly received, but has not
from miscellaneous sources $931,787 64; from
of a more elalmrate report which will in due
time within such Slate; and interest shall begin
probably give a good account of themselves
been formally adopted.
loHtis in all lorins,$529,092,400 50; tlie remainyet
time tie furnished, embracing some valuable
to run upon any such bond only from the proper
when brought up to the scratch.
There is, howevsr, a large and augmenting
der 2,257.065 80 was tlie balance from last j tests in chemical
time
of its delivery as aforesaid ami afterwards.
science now in progress in
For the past few days a great many governnumber of doubtful cases, upon which the
year. The disbursements during the same peState having reertved bonds as aforesaid
the laboratory. The action of this departAny
Government
is
unable
to
witli
the Govment wago ns have been passing to and fro, over
riod. were lor Congressional. Executive and
agree
and afterwards introducing or tolerating slavment was for the more immediate benefit of a
ernment*
whose
is
demanded
protection
by Judiciary purposes, $5,939,009 29: lor foreign large class of our most valuable citizens, and ery therein, shall refund to the United States
Long Bridge, supplying the army in front with the claimants. There
are, moreover, many
Intercourse, 1,339,710 35; for miscellaneous ex- I trust that the liberal basis
tlie bonds so received, or tlie value thereof and
the means of life, consequently preventing the
upon wliieh it lias
cases in which the United States, or their citipenses, including the miuts, loans, postage deall interest paid thereon.
lie 'll organized will not only meet your appropassage of any one not on authorized governzens, sutler wrougs from the naval or military
ficiencies, collections of revenue and other
Akticle—All slaves who shall have enjoyed
bation, but that it will realize at no distant
authorities of foreign nations, which the Govment business.
light charges. $14,129,771 50; lor expenses un- day all the fondest anticipations of its most actual freedom by tile chances of the war, at
ernments of those stales are not at once preder the Interior Department, $3,102,985 52;
For three days last werk the rain fell
alft
sanguine iends.und become the ft uitful source
any time before the end of tlie rebellion, shall
under tlie War debt, $394.308.407 30; under
pared tet redress.
he forever free; but all owners of such who
of advantage to all our people.
most incessantly, making the roads ather difI deem it tny duty to recommend an approtlie Xavy Department, $42,072,509 09: for inshall not have been disloyal, shall he compenTHE
ficult for the passage of infantry. The weathin
behalf
of
the
owners
of
t
PROCLAMATION.
the NorTest on the public debt, $13,109.324 43; and
priation
sated for them at tlie same rates as is provided
for tlie payment of the public debt, including
wegian bark Admiral P. Tordeurriola, which
On the 22d day of September last a proclaer is now clear and rather cool, closely resemfor States adopting abolishment of slavery, hut
vessel was, in May 1801, prevented by the
of temporary loans and rereimbursement
mation
w as issued by the Executive, a
in such a way that no slave shall he twice accopy of
bling that of November in Maifle.
cotumauderof the blockading force otf Charlesan
09,
which
is
herewith
detnptions.$90,090,922
submitted. In accordance
making aggregate
counted for.
I will now close for the present and wait unton from leaving that port w itli a cargo, notof $570,841,700 25, and leaving a balance ill
with the purpose expressed in the second parArticle—Congress may appropriate money
til there is something turns up for excitement,
withstanding a similar privilege had shortly the Treasury on the first day of July. 1862, of agraph of that paper, I now respectfully recall and otherwise provide for colonizing free colbefore been granted au English vessel. 1 have : $13,043,540 81. It should lie observed that the
when you will hear fi-om me again.
ored persons, w ith their own consent, at any
your attention to what may be called compendirected the Secretary of State to cause the
sum of $90,096,922 09,
sated emancipation. A nation may lie said to
ex; ended lor reimJacksonian.
place or places w ithout the United States.
Yours,
bursements and redemption of tlie public debt
papers in the case to be communicated to the
consist of its territory, its people and Ks laws.
1 beg indulgence to discuss these proposed
committees.
proper
The territory is the only part which is of cerbeing included also in tlie loans made, may be
articles at some length. Without slavery, the
[Correspondence of the frees.]
deducted
both
from
tlie
AFKICAX COLOXIZATIOX.
properly
recipts and tain durability. “One generation pa>seth away rebellion could never have existed. Without
Important Expedition.
expenditures, leaving tlie actual receipts lor j and another generation cumctb, but the earth
slavery.it could not continue among the friends
Applications have been made to me by many tlie
and
the
97,
$487,788,324
abideth forever.”
year,
expenditures
of the Union. There are great diversity of
✓
free Americans of African descent to favor
Yobktown, Va., Nov. 25,1862.
10.
Other
information
on
the
sub$474,744,788
sentiment and of policy in regard to slavery
their enilgratou with a view to such coloniza- |
THE EMANCIPATION QUESTION.
Mr. Editor:—Saturday evening a detachof the finances will be found in the report
ject
and the African race among us. Some would
tion as was contemplated in recent acts of j
It is of tlie Hrst importance of duly to conof tlie Secretary of the Treasury, to whose
ment of the 52d Pennsylvania regiment, under
abolish it suddenly,and without compensation.
Congress. Other parlies at home and abroad,
sider and estimate this ever enduring part of
statement and views 1 invite your most candid
command of Major Cunningham, with the lltli
Some would abolish it gradually, and with
some trout interested motives, others
upon patlie
earth's
and considerate attention.
su.fuce, which is owned and inhabtriotic considerations, and still others influcompensation, Some would remove the freed
Maine regiment, Capt. Libby, Co. A, Captain
ited by the people of tlie United States, as
[leople from us, and some would retain them
NAVY AND WAR DEPARTMENT.
philanthropic sentimeuts, have sugwell adapted to be tlie home of the uatiouul
Wiswell, Co. E, Capt. Lawreuce’ Co. II, Capt. enced by
with us, and there are yet other minor divergested similar measures; w hile, oil the other
The
of
the
of
Secretaries
tlie
and
it
is
not
well
lor
reports
two
or
anu
w
mu.
i.
mu.
uu
Xavy
two
family,
adapted
Aernii,
r.,
mapi. inn,
sities. Because of these diversities we waste
hand, several of the Spanish American repuband Wai are herewith transmitted. These remore.
Its
vast extent and its variety of climuch strength by struggles among ourselves.
Companies each, embarked l'roui Ibis place uu ics have protested against the sending of such ports,
though lengthy, are scarcely more than mate and productions are of advantage iu the
colonists to their respective territories. UnBy mutual concession we should harmonize and
abstracts of tlie very numerous and extensive
gunboats.
lor one people.
Whatever
age
they
might
act together.
This would lie a compromise
der these circumstances 1 have declined to
transactions and operations conducted through
have been in former ages, steam und telegraph
Sunday morning they attempted to land on move
among the friends ami not with the enemies of
any such colony to any such Slate withthese departments; nor could 1 give a summaiu intelligence have brought these to be an
the banks of the Piaukaiank river, but on acthe
The
Union.
articles are intended to emout first obtaining the consent of its
governry of them here upon any principle which
advantageous combination fur one united peoa plan of such mutual concessions.
count of the severe gale, could not do so sucbody
ment, witli an agreement oil its part to receive
w ould admit of its
much
shorter
than
In
tlie
I
being
ple.
inaugural address briefly pointIf tlie plan shall lie adopted It is assumed
cessfully; they therefore went tip the East and protect sucli emigrants in all their rights the reports themselves; I therefore content ed out the total inadequacy of disunion as a that
as Ireemen, and 1 have at tile same time offered
emancipation will follow at least in severwitli laying tlie reports before you aud
for tlie differences between the people
myself
river, where they disembarked shortly alter several
remedy
al of the states. As to the tlrst article the
States, situated in the tropics, or havof tlie two sections. 1 did so in language
noon.
The whole force immediately proceedmain points are:—1st, tlie emancipation; 2d,
ing colonies there, to negotiate with them,
wliieh 1 cannot improve, and which, therefore,
the length of time consummating thirty-seven
post office depautmext.
ed in the direction of New Point, where they : subject to tlic advice and consent of the Sen1 beg to repeat.
years; and 3d, tlie compensation.
It gives me pleasure to report a decided imdestroyed extensive salt works, seized a large ate, to favor tiie voluntary emigration of perOne section of our country believes slavery
The emancipation will be unsatisfactory to
sons to their respective territories,
upon conprovement in the financial condition of the
number of small boats, burned several schoonis right and ought to lie extended, while the
tlie
advocates of perpetual slavery, bnt tlie
ditions which shall be equal.just, und humane.
Postofflce department, as compared witll sev- i other believes it is
wrong and ought nut to be
ers, and at night returned to the gunboats
Liberia and Hayti. as yet, are tiie only countries
length of time should greatly mitigate their
eral preceding years.
extended. This is tlie only substantial dispute.
dissatisfaction. The time spares both races
with about thirty prisoners—having thus far
to which colonists of African descent from j
The receipts of the fiscal year 1801 amount- 1 The
fugitive slave clause of tlie constitution, ] from tlie evils of sudden derangements, in fact
here could go with the certainty of being reed $8,319,290.40, which embraced the revenue
"made the expedition completely successful.
and the law for the suppression of tlie African
from the necessity of any derangement. While
ceived as citizens, and 1 regret to say that
from all the Slates of the Union, for three
slave trade, ale each a> well enforced perhaps,
Monday morning Capt. Eibby, with compa- such persons
most ol those whose habitual course of thought
contemplating colonization do not quarters of that year. Notwithstanding the as any law ever can lie, in a
where
nies A and C, assisted by Lieut. Nichols, and
community
will lie disturbed by tlie measure will have
seem so willing to
emigrate to those countries cessation of revenue trom the so called seced- hiv iiiwiiu n^v v/» nitimi >
iiiifv't
passed aw ay before its consummation. They
Capt. Merrill, with Co. D, assisted by Lieut. u» iu some outers, nor so willing as ltiiiuk tlieir I ed States during tlie last fiscal year,the increase ports the law itself. The real body of the
peowill never see it. Another class will hail the
Interests demand.
I believe, however, the
of the correspondence of the loyal States lias
Johnson, were ordered to skirmish in the diple abide by the legal obligation in both eases,
of emancipation, but w ill deprecate
prospect
opinion
among them in this respect is improvbeen
sufficient
to produce a revenue during
while a few break over in each. This, 1 think, I the
rection of Mathews’ Court House. They soon ing and that ere long there will lie an
length of time. They will feel that it gives
aug- \ tlie same year of $8,290,820, being only $50,000
he
cannot
perfectly cured, and it would be
came in sight of rebel cavalry, and
too little to tlie now living slaves. But it really
charged meuted ami considerable emigration to both
less than was derived from all the States of
worse in both cases alter the separation of the
those countries I'roni the United States.
gives them much. It saves from the vagrant
after at “double quick”—the rebels fulling back
the Union during the previous year,
f
sections than before; the foreign slave trade,
destitution which must largely attend immediThe expenditures show u still more favoraCOMMERCIAL RELATIONS.
on the town.
The Maine boys having lelt
now imperfectly suppressed, would be ultiate emauciption in localities, where their numble result. The amount expended in 1801 was
Tile new commercial treaty between the
without “special orders,” continued the purmately revived without restriction, in one sec- bers are very great, and it gives the inspirit$13,000,759.11. For the la>i year the amount
and the Sultan of Turkey, has
United
States
while
now
tion,
fugitive slaves,
only partially
suit till they reached town, w here they formed
ing assurance that their posterity shall he free
has been reduced to $11,125,334.13; showing
been carried into execution. A commercial
surrendered, would not be surrendered at all forever.
a line of battle across the principal street.—
a decrease of about $2,481,000 in tlie
and consular treaty has been negotiated, subexpendi- by the other.
Tile plan leaves to each State choosing to
as compared with the
Here they found themselves In the enemy’s
preceding year,
ject to the Senate's consent, w ith Liberia, ami tures
Physically speaking, we cannot separate act under it, to abolish sluvery now, or at the
and of about $3,750,000 as compared with tlie
We cannot remove our respective sections
country, aud three miles from their supports. I a similar neg-uintiou is now pending with the
ot the century, or ut any intermediate
end
fiscal year of 1800. Tlie deficiency in the defrom each other nor build an impassable wail
Republic of liayli.
A council of war was held, w hen, from suspitime,or
by degrees, extending over the whole
partment fertile previous year was $4,455,900.A cousiderable improvement of the national
between, more than a husband and wife may or any part ot the period,and it obliges no two
98.
For tlie last fiscal year it was reduced to
cious appearances, and information drawn
commerce is expected to result from these I
be divorced and go out of the presence anil
States to proceed alike: it also provides for
$2,112,814.57.
from contrabands, it was decided that an atmeasures.
Our relations with Great Britain,
beyond the reach of each other. But the dif- compensation, aud generally the mode of makThese favorable results are In part owing to ; ferent
of
our
do
France,
cannot
Spain,
Dentack on the town would end in the annihilaPortugal. Ru-sia, Prussia,
parts
country
this; ing it. This, it would seem, must further mitthe cessation of mail service in the insurrecmark, Sweden, Austria,the Netherlands, Italy,
they cannot but remain face to face, and inter- igate the dissatisfaction of those who favor
tion of the party. At this time a messenger
tionary Slates, and in part to a casual review
and some of the other European states, recourse, either amicable or hostile, must conperpetual slavery, and especially of those who
of the expenditures in that department. In
had been sent out with orders for the party to
main undisturbed. Very favorable relations
tinue between them. Is it possible, then, to
are Ui receive compensation.
Doubtless some
tlie interest of economy, tlie efficiency of tinreturn at once, as the boats were
make that intercourse more advantageous or
ready to also continue to be maintained with Turkey, j
those who are to pay, and not to receive,
of
postal service it is believed lias also been much more satisfactory alter separation than before ? will
Morrocco, China, and Japan.
leave. They retired from the town in good
that
the
is both just
measure
object; yet
improved. The Postmaster General also open- Cali aliens make treaties easier than friends
During the last year there lias not
been
and economical, is certain.
ed a correspondence, through the department
order, but were hotly pursued by rebel caval- no change of our previous relations only
can make laws ? Can treaties be more faithwith the
The liberation of the slaves is the destinaStale, with foreign governments, proposing
ry ; Lieut. Johnson and one man, (I did not
independent states of our own continent, hut of
fully enforced between aliens than laws can lie
tion of
acquired by dea convention of postal
more friendly sentiments than have heretofore
representatives for tlie among friends ? ami, suppose you go to war, scent orproperty—property
learn his name) fell iu the rear, and were both
by purchase the same as any other
purpose of simplifying the rates of foreign posare
believed
to
be
cannot
alw
and
existed,
entertained
alter
these
when,
much
you
light
ays,
by
captured. In less thau two hours the rest of
property. It is no less true for having been
neighbors, whose salety and progress are so in- j tage, and to expedite tlie foreign mails. This loss on both sides and no gain on either, you often said, that the people of the South are no
the party had returned to the gunboats, and
proposition, equally important to our adopted cease lighting, the identical old questions as more
timately connected with our own. This state- citizeus
responsible for the original introduction
and tlie commercial interest of this
the commander w as not u little surprised to
inent especially applies to Mexico. Costa
to terms of intercourse are again upon you.
Rica,
of this property than are the people of the
country, has been favorably entertained and
There is no line, straight or crooked, suitable
learn that so small a hand (less titan one hunNicaragua, Honduras, Peru and Chili.
North; and when it is rememlaj’ed how unagreed to by all the governments from whom for a national boundary upon which to divide.
The commission under thi convention with
dred) had been where be bad not dared risk the
hesitatingly we all of us use cottons, and share
have
been
replies
received.
of
New Grenada, closed its sesTrace through from the East to tite West,
republic
the profits of dealing in them, it may not be
his whole force.
1 ask the attention of Congress to the sugsion without having audited and passed
the
line
free
between the
and slave counupon
sale to say that t® South has been more
upon
This is certainly an example of daring and
all tile claims which were submitted to it. A
gestion of the Postmaster General in his re- try, and we shall tlnd that a little more than quite
responsible than the North for its continuance.
the further legislation requirport,
respecting
is
one
third
of
its
to
are
rivers
revive
the
to
be
convenif
not
proposition
recklessness. Last night the
pending
length
easy
courage,
If, then, for a common object, this property is
for the benefit of the postal
ed, in his
tion. that it may be able to do more
crossed, and populated, or soon to be populat- to be sac rilled, is it not just that it l»e done at
complete service. opinion,
expedition returned, and the General com- justice.
ed thickly upon both sides, while nearly all its
a common
charge? Ami if with less money,
PUBLIC LANDS.
The commission la-tween the United (states
manding expressed his satisfaction at its reremaining length are mere surveyors lines
or money more easily paid, we can preserve
ami the republic of Costa Rica lias
The Secretary of the Iutetior reports as folsults.
over which people
F. J. H.
may walk back and forth
llie benefits of the I'nion by this means than
completed
its labors ami submitted its report.
lows in regard to the public lands: The public j without any consciousness of their presence.
we can by the war alone, is it not economical
The Washington correspondent of the
lands have ceased to be a source of revenue.
Xo part of this line can l>e made any more
to do if ?
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC TELEGRAPHS.
From the 1st of July, 1801, to the 30th of SepJournal of Commerce, relates tile follow ing indifficult to pass by w riting it down on paper
Let us consider it then. Let us ascertain
1 have favored the project for the connectthe
as
eutire
cash
or
from
a
national
tember,
1802,
parchment
cident of Yankee enterprise:
receipts
boundary.
the sum we have expended in the war, ever
ing the United (states with Europe by an At- tlie sale of lands were #137,475 20.a sum much
The lact of separation, if it comes, gives up
since compensated emancipation was proposed
“About a year ago a Philadelphia huckster
lantic Telegraph; and a similar project to exless than the expense of our land system dur- j on the part of the sectional obligations upon
last March, and consider whether if that meascame to this city, and established himself on
tend the Telegraph from San Francisco to conini; the same period.
the seceding section ol the fugitive slave ; ure had been
promptly accepted, by even some
Pennsylvania Avenue, promising to supply the nect by a Pacific telegraph with tin- wire which
Tlie homestead law, which will take effect
with all other constitutional oli- ; of the slave
clause,
along
slates, the same sum would not
people w ith better things to eat than Maryland is being extended across the Russian Empire on tlie 1st of January next, oilers such inducethe section seceded from, while
upon
ligations
have
done
more
to close the w ar than has
j
genius had ltefore afforded. He was sneered
and territories of the United States,which w ith
ments to settlers that sales for cash cannot bo
I should expect no treaty stipulation would
been otherwise done. If so, the measure would
at, and called n Yankee. To-day there is not
have remained undisunimportant
to
an
extent
sufficient
ever
lie
exceptions,
to
made
to
take
tlie
its place.
meet
expected
save money, ami in that view, would be a prua native huckster who can
keep in sielil of turbed by tiie civil war, and are exhibiting expenses of the general land office, and cost of
But there is another difficulty. The great
dent and economical measure. Certainly it is
him. In the way of ducks, geese, turkei ami
such evidence of prosperity as justifies an
and bringing the laud into market.
interior region hounded east by the Allcghasurveying,
not so easy to pay something as it is to pay
chickens, he yesterday received from Phila- expectation that some of them will soon lie in i The
between tlie sum here stated
north by the British dominions, west by
uics.
discrepancy
nothing, but it is easier to pay a large sum
delphia no less than I7oo head, with prairie a condition to lie organized as States, and lie as arising from the sales of tlie public lands,
the lloeky Mountains, and south by the line
than it is to pay a larger one, and it is easier
liens from Wisconsin, aud blackllsli from
Long constitutionally admitted into the Uniouw The and tlie same derived from the same source a- along which tl.e culture of cotton meets, and : to
Island Sound. In this sj. edition of Yankee
pay anyjsiiin when we are able, than it is to
immense mineral resources of -unit- of these
from the Treasury department, arises
which includes part of Virginia, part of Tenpay ii before we are able. The war requires
enterprise you have a type of what is going territories ought to he developed us rapidly as reported
as 1 understand, from the fact that the
i
all
of Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Michiperiods nessee,
them at once.
on in this city in every department of husi"
possible—every step in that direction would of t ime, though apparently, went not really co- ! gan. Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, I
The aggregate sum necessary for compcnness.”
have a tendency to improve the revenues of I incident at the
and
the
of
Iowa,
territories
Daeo- I sated emancipation of course would be
beginning points.
Minnesota,
larger,
The Message.
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or insignificance can spare one or auotber of
73 1-3 |iersoiis to the square mile, being of the
us.
Thu fiery trial through which we pass
to contain 217,180.000; and we will
will light usdowu in honor or dishonor to the
reach this, too, it we do not ourselves relinquish the chances, by the fblly and evils of dis- latest generation. We say that we are for the
Union. The world will not forget that while
union or by long and exhausting wars springing from the only great element of national we say tills we do know how to save the
Union. The world knows how to save it We
discord among us. While it cannot be foreeven here hold the power and br ir the reseen exactly how much one huge example of
in giving freedom to
o slave.
secession, breeding lesser ones iudetlnitely,
We assure freedom to the free and h norable
would retard the imputation, civilization and
alike
in
what
we
and
what
we preserve.
give
prosperity, no one can doubt that the extent
We shall nobly save or meanly lose the best
of jt would he very great and injurious. The
of
the
eai
th.
Other
means
would
the
shorten
hope
may succeed,
war,
proposed emancipation
hut this could not fail, for the way is plain,
perpetuate peace, insure this Increase of population.
and. proportionately, the wealth of the
peaceful,
generous and just; away which, if
I
followed, the world will forever applaud aud
country. With this we we should pay all the
emancipation cist, together with our other Uod must forever bless.
Abraham Lincoln.
debts easier than we should pay our other j
Signed
debts without it.
If we had allowed our old national debt to
Selections trom Foreign Pap rs.
run at six per cent, peranuum,simple interest,
We propose from time to time to give the
frm tile revolutionary struggle till at-day, without paying anything on either principle or Itireaders of the Press a selection of items that
terest, each man would owe less upon that
we think will interest them, from
foreign padebt now, than each man owed upon it then; I
pers. We commence with the following:
and this is because our increase of men,
Cheap Traveling in Persia.—At night,
through the whole psriod has been, greater
wherever we encamped, the chief inhabitants
than six per cent., and has run faster than the
of the place sent us presents or tea,
interest upon the debt. Thus time alone rej lieves a debtor nation, so long as itsjits popu- fruit, honey, and sweetmeats. These sugar,
gilts
lation increases faster than unpaid interest acwere so numerous as to become a very expensive
mark
of
cumulation on its debt. This fact would be
honor, for each gift was brought
no excuse for delaying the payment for what
to us by a different servant, and every serv; is
shows
ant
hut
it
the
due.
expected a present at least equal in value
justly
great importance
i
to the gilt he brought. It would have been
of time in this connection,—the great advanconsidered highly offensive to slight these detage of a policy by which we shall not have to
| pay until wc uutnber a hundred millions, monstrations of good will. Everything sup!
what, by a different policy, we should have to
plied to a traveler is charged, therefore, not In
accordance with its value, but in accordance
pay now when the number is bat tWKy-one
with his supposed rank; and be is expected
millions.
!
to
give lilH-rai presents to aJl the ragiuutBn
In a word, it shows that a dollar will be j
|
crowd
who collect wherever his tents are
much harder to pay for the war, than will he
j a dollar lor
emancipation on the proposed pitched.
The Russian official journal, the Northern
and then the latter will cost no blood,no
j plan;
Post, has just published the following monthly
precious lives; it w ill be a saving ol both.
statement respecting the progress of the
As to the second article, 1 think it would be
j
emancipation of the peasants:—"In forty-five
I impracticable to return to bondage the class of
governments, 78,350 arrangements, respecting
persons therein contemplated. Some ol them
doubtless in the property sense, belongs to loy10,158,000 serfs, have lieeu effected, and of
these 40298 have already come into operation.
al owners, and hence provision is made in
In about half of these cases, concerning 2,438,
this article for compensating such.
000 souls, the documents have not been signed
The third article relates to the future of the
freed people. It does not oblige but merely
by the peasants; 25.230 acts of emancipation,
authorizes Congress to aid in colonizing such
respecting 1,038,000 peasants, stipulate for a
as may consent. This ought not to be regarded
j yearly payment to the landholder; 10,721,
as objectionable on the one hand or the other,
concerning 1,785,000souls, stipulate for work
to be rendered instead; and in 4341 cases a
inasmuch as it comes to nothing unless by
mutual consent of the people to he deported,
complete emancipation has been arranged for,
and the American voters through their Repreby which 583,000 peasants are entirely free.—
In 024 eases the government will co-operate
sentatives in Congress. 1 cannot make it betin the emancipatory arrangements; in 103 caster known than it already is, that I strongly
favor colonization, and yet 1 wish to say there
es, at. the desire of the landholder alone, which
can only lie effected when they are contented
is an objection urged against the colored perwith the four-filths of the emancipation price
sons remaining in the country w hich is insisted
that their presence would injure and di-qducc
paid by the .State, and renounce the other fifth
which should be paid by the peasants. The
white labor and white laborers. If there ever
could la- a proper time for mere argument j government has effected the redemption of
that time surely is not now. In times tike the
100,497 peasants, w hich required a suin of 11,4S7,l)UO roubles, ol which, however, scarcely
present men should utter nothing for which
they w ould not w illiugly he responsible through the half Was paid in State paper, and the othtime and eternity, is it true then that colored ! er portion was retained ns a debt due by the
The law' on the subcan disp ace any more white labor by | landholder to the State.
| peoplefree
than remaining slaves? if they slay j ject enacts that the emancipation must be efbeing
fected by the State whenever a noMe possessin their old places they jostle no white laborers; if the yleave their old places they leave i es no more that twenty serfs. Already this
them open to while laborers. Logically there \ lias been effected in 20270 eases.’’
Is neither inure nor less of it. Emancipation
Tut Canal ofSuez.—“It is no longer poseven without deportation would probably ad- ;
sible," says tlie Moniteur, “to dispute the pracvauce the w ages of white labor, and very sure- !
ticability of this canal now that the part bely would not reduce them. Thus the custom- tween l’ort-Said and Tiinsch has lieen executol
labor would still have to be per- j ed. That
ary amount
part is the only one that has never
formed; the freed people would surely not do before been constructed; it is the ouly one,
more their old proportion of it aud very probtherefore, about which there could have been
ably for a time would do less, leaving an in- a doubt, and regarding which difficulties and
creased part to white laborers, bringing their j unfavorable anticipations might have been
labor into greater demand, und consequently
suggested. As we have often remarked beenhancing the wages of it.
fore, the canal from Timsch to Suez has been
With deportation, even to a limited extent,
digged, and in actual use in former times, at
enhancing wages to white lalair is mathemati- four different periods. We may therefore,
cally certain. Labor, like any other commod- without nnv hesitation, assert that the probity, is in the market. Increase the demand lem has been substantially and satisfactorily
for it. and you increase the price of it. lie- I solved, as inaratlme communication is now
duce the supply of black labor, by colonizing i open as far us Timseh. Beyond this point
the black laborer out of the country, and by | there Is nothing to be done which the ancients
precisely so much, you increase the demand have not already achieved, with resources
for the wages of w hite labor.
greatly inferior to those of modern scieuce.”
llut it is decided that the free people will
Introduction of Coolies into tub
Are
swarm forth and cover the whole land.
West Indies.—The following despatch has
they not already in the land ? Will liberation been published in the Deuterara papers:—
make them more numerous, equally,distribu"Downing-street, Aug. 13th, ISO'.', sir.—Her
ted among the whites of the whole country ?
Majesty's government lias decided that the
to
seven whites;
There would be one colored
time has now arrived for allowing the introcould the one in any way greatly disturb the
duction of coolies from India or China into the
seven ? There are many communities now
West Indies under indenture for five years, into
one free colored person
more
than
having
stead of under the present complicated system
seven whites, ami this without any apparent
of industrial residence. They have sanctioned
sat/il frnni it
rTlu* 1 )i>rrirf of
this important change, because experience
Columbia unil the State* of Maryland and Delhas satisfied them that, with
proper governThe District
aware are all in this condition.
ment superintendence, the welfare of the coolhas more than one free colored to six w hites,
ie can be sufficiently secured without the safeand yet in its frequent petitions to Congress I
guard of the artificial form of contract hitherbelieve it Inis never presented tbe presence of
to enforced.
free colored persons as one of its grievances.
The Castle of Heidelburo.—Galignini
But why should emancipation South send the
says: “Considerable agltatation has been causfreed people North. People of any color seled
at Heldelburg (Palatinate of the Rhine)
dom run unless there he something to run j
in consequence of the effects which have
from. Heretofore colored people to some exbeen caused to the castle by the construction
tent have tied North from bondage, and now
of the tunnel cut under it for the new railway
perhaps from both bondage and destitution; of the Ncckar. In
consequence of the coutin
but if gradual emancipation and deportation
ual shaking of the foundations of the building
lie adopted, they will have neither to nee from;
from tlie passing of the trains, the castle is
their old masters will give them wages, at
threatened with destruction. The front facing
least until new laborers can be procured, and
the town, has already cracked in several
the freedmen in turn w ill gladly give their laplaces, and it has been found necessary to use
bor for the wages, till new homes can be found
strong iron camps to prevent the enlargement
for them in congenial climes, ami with people
of the fissures. Should the castle, or even a
ot tlielr own blood and race.
This proposition can lie trusted on the napart of it Ik- thrown down from this cause, the
loss would lie Irreparable, as It is one of the
tional Interest involved, And. in any event,
most curious momimentsof the Renaissance.”
cannot the North decide for itself w hether to
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country.
Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history.
We of tills Congress w ill be reinemliered in
spite of ourselves. No personal significance

capacity

j
j

|

I

103,206,415; 1910, 137,918/320; 1920, 180.5*84,335; 1930, 251.080,914. These figures
show that our country may lie as populous as
Europe now is, at some point between 1920
and 1930, say about 1929; our ti rrtitory.fat

receive them. Again as practice proves more
than theory—in any case lias there been anyirruptiuii of colored people northward be
cause of the abolishment of slavery in this
District hist spring'.’ What I have said of the
proportion of the free colored persona to the
is from the census of
I whites in the District
I 1860, having no reference to persons called

sj- We give place to “Quid’s” sharp criticism upon the Oxford Democrat's economical
teachings—though we think there is a great

j

•

leal of force in the Democrat’s article, even
abating a few of its fine-drawn sugges-

tiler

j

ions.
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MATTERS ABOUT

TOWN.

Fighting it Out.—One of the crew

BY TELEGRAPH.

on

board a British vessel, recently arrived at this
port, set himself up for a bully, and frequently,
during the voyage, boasted he could whip any

TO THE

Portland

board, carrying matters with a high
a Mogul. Yesterday one
of his messmates, who had experiened someol
the bully's brutality, accepted an invitation to
go down on the “dump” and. fight it out,
They went down and had what is called a
“fair fight,” and bully got the worst of it. He
complained to the police about the matter, and
his antagonist was sent for. He made his apon

man

|

troops that he desires, and that he is ready

Daily Press.

make a

hand and the air of

F1VF

Arrival of the Hibernian off

He discover-

soon

requested to call at
city building.

the Marshal's Office in

and twenty cents, being the amount of a contribution received from a geuerons public, at
the lecture delivered in behalf of the society
by tlie Rev. Win. R. Clark,at the Chestnut St.

New York Market.
Xkw York. Dec. 1.
Cotton—firmer; sales 12u0 talcs at 67 & GS lor
middling upland-.
Flour—Slate and Western dull and unchanged;
Southern dull; Canada dull; Extra 5 90 o 8 25.
Wheat—without material change; Chicago Spring
111 o 121; Milwaukee club 119 " 129: Winter
lied Western 1 35 « 1 39: Canada Club 1 30.
Corn—a shade better; Mixed Western 71 a: 711 for

denly di»api>eared

hile

w

or

a

shipping;

report in cir-

attempting

to

65 5 70 for eastern; 59 a; 64 for
to Liverpool—drooping; flour

freights

20 persons sud-

cure

dollar and

a

quarter

w

ill

hegan

The men executed by McNeil were a
precious cut-throats, regular scape-gracwho were guilty of every crime in the calof

ender, and whose execution

humanity. They

were

was

guerillas

mercy to
of the worst
a

2s; grain

NOTICES.

Special Notice,
The American Telegraph Company call the attention of the public to the language of tho tax on telegraph messages, viz:
Sec. 104.—No Telegraph Company,

or its agent* or
shall receive from any j»ersou, or transmit to any person, any dispatch or message without
an adhesive stamp denoting the
duty imposed by this
act being affixed to a copy thereof, or having tho

stamped thereupon, and in default thereof shall
penalty of ten dollars.
Section W provides that in any and all cases where
an adhesive stamp shall be used, the
person using or
afliixng fhe same shall write thereupon the initials of
same

incur

j
over

$10,000

CW

ET- Funeral services over the body of
Lieut. Fairfield, of tbe 7th Maine regiment,
took place at High Street Church yesterday.

on

his

and the date upon which the same shall be
attached or used.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has

Mrs. Alice Malbon, says the Clarion,
the ice in Skowhcgan a few days since,

notice that stamps are in readiness and that the lawwill be enforced on and after the first of December
next. Stamps can be obtained at tbc usual
places f
sale, or at the office of this Company.

23F”Tho

Boston Post says it seems to he no
secret now that Gen. Patterson committed

impressive and were
conducted by ltev. Dr. Chickering. After the
services were over the body was escorted to
the Grand Trunk depot, by the 7th regiment,
where it was placed in the car to be taken to
Bangor.

suicide while

temporarily

insane.

Messages

Petroleum oil has tumbled down to

is

specially exempted by

for which tlie telegraphic charge is twenunder for the first ten words, require a one

has lieen

entirely forgotten.

He

:

Fraternity

on Commercial street.
Tlie steed gave up pretty quick after he had

yesterday forenoon,

souuded the

depth

of the mud.

Steamship Hibernian,

from

Liverpool

for this port, passed Cape Race, Saturday

ning.

She will he due here to-morrow.

For the

Daily Press.

eve-

28th

ult.,

contains some very good suggestions and recommendations in regard to present
high prices” and the remedy;” and,

amongst others,

1st, to dispense with all unnecessary articles of dress, such as you can do
without, without receiving positive injury.”—

The Editor says,
coat

ly

a

your old shirt and
Now this would not on-

wear

little longer."

take more

cloth, but be like putting new
bottles, and instead of injuring
tbe
speculating Shylocks,” would give them
aid ami comfort, to the injury of the consumwine into old

er.”

tives in
a

girdle

as

the na-

climates do—wear nothing but
few inches wide, about tbe loins, and

fabulous prices,”

if bats are at
bowl is

and do

excellent

substitute,

a

wooden

perhaps
some earthern vessel found in every house,
would do better, serving a double purpose by
day and by night, in giving lessons of economy, and establishing a fashion not to lie sneezed at by “Shylocks.”
can

an

suggest

uut one

in mg

or

more

uy way

ol

improvement upon the recommendation concerning coffee. The.Oxford editor says, don't
buy the miserable compounds called coffee,”
but
buy a little of the genuine article, and
then apply toil such substitutes as you choose”
—or perhaps take a grain of pure coffee, and
spoil it with six grains of rye or |>eas—tletter
tie a kcrnal to a duck's tail, and dip up after
it as it swims through a horse i>ond. Coflee
made in this way is just as good the second
day as the first, cold as hot; and lor the mail
who wears a girdle of birch hark and a wooden
bowl, it might be a very acceptable beverage,
and certainly very chcHp.
There are many tilings which people could
dispense with, that are now used by most every body—clothes lines, bed cords, knives and
forks, spoous and crockery ware.
Clothes
could he spread on the ground;
people could
sleep on the floor, eat with chop sticks, and
drink out of a horn. Yes, they could go liaek
into barbarism, and even turn into
cannibals,
and eat each other and save a deal of
money
now spent for food.
When will people learn
to be wise?
When Perry illuminates again.

Quid.

_

Halifax boasts

paper called the Reporter, that should be presented with a leathern medal for the wisdom and brilliancy of its
a

editorials.

In a late leader on Secretary Seward, it puts him down as a verv inferior bungler, who abounds in absurd mistakes and discovers no ability, ami then closes with the fol-

lowing

exhibition of contrasts:

In remarkable contrast does Seward stand
statesman to Jefferson Davis and other
eminent Southern statesmen. The state
papers ol the Southern president have been distinguished by that moderation, and fairness,
and freedom from
boasting, in which Mr. Seward is so greatly
It seems that this
wanting.
war was 1'ated to
developc no Northern statesmen or generals of
commanding ability who
can bear any
comparison with those of the
South.
as a

t#-Hon. Frank P. Blair has resigned his
seat iu the present Congress, in order so take
command in

a

brigade in the Southwest.

with every

that

Spring

DR. P. 1*.

practice

qua<iftiple that of any other kind.
1*62.
tf

QU1MBY,

j

be found

Examination at office.8200
Each subsequent sitting at office,.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50

subsequent visit at residence,.
August 16, 1862.—tf

1 00

SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
Mrs. Fov's Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
hich is

and very desirable article. It is a
t'orset, Skirt-Supporter and Hi shop combined. Ladies and Misses using it need no other of either.
Price S1.25, which is cheaper thn% the Corset alone,
w

and

Counsellor anil Attorney at Law. Sir. S. is a graduate of the
Cambridge L\w School, lie intends to continence practice at Norway.—| Democrat.

a

serves

new

the

as a

triots.”

can

Each

[V'Aiuru l^inucnu.

2#“Thc Louisville Journal very justly says:
‘‘Burnside is nothing; McClellan is nothing;
hut the general who wins victories for the republic is the republic's benefactor. He is the
general for us—he is the general for all pa-

wouhl

Portland, and

First

Iff During the first week of the Xovemlior
Term, on motion of Aivuh liiaek, Esq., Mr.
Charles C. Sanderson of Cambridge, Mass.,was
admitted to

of

him.

ooxe i i\—Oil Friday last,
cylinder mill belonging to .1. C. Marble,
just completed and put in operation, was blown
up. Cause unknown. Mr. Marble certainly lias
hard fortune this season, his mills blowing up
suuu us siurtuu.—

one.

superiorty

give notice that he ha
at bis Room,
No. 13 International IIoisk, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

returned to

the

;in

Bed is

October 1,

hanging out of a shop door, always reminds
him of the peel of a belle!

aimoM

evidence of the

an

COREY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
overall others, is tho fact that the demand for this

blind man took Ills idea of scarlet from the
sound of a trumpet, says that a hoop skirt,

AxoTJlKit Mii.i.

has

No iinalid should be without

a

■«

family, while the united testimony of
placed their healthful ness beyond

Physicians
question.
As

nance.

weather,

A Good Spring Bed has become an almost Indispensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,

the approach of Burnside’s army. So our fellows down there must ”cliaw up” the rebels.—

a

warm

Europe, and spares no expense that his patient*
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords.
Advice free.
"office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. M. to 2
P. M and 6 tog P. M.
Mrs. 31., w ho is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, cau he consulted bv ladles.
Patients furnished with board und experienced
nurses.
oct3eod6m
or

ns

[Post.
83F“Preutlce, after quoting John Lock,

410 Arch

wearer as

both.

II. C. LOVELL &
novll edtf

For sale only by
SON, Agents,
120 Middle Street.

Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Cortland, Me.
Particular attention
I

diseases of the eye and
Dentistry.—Dr.

paid

to

Surgery, including

ear.

augT—dUm

JOSIAII IIF. A LI). No. 241 Con

I gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish
! Cortland, Me.

2.#"The Boston Journal says that at the
meeting of the Executive Council on Saturday
it was voted unanimously to receive the amended return of the vote for Congress in the
Third District. Accordingly the Hon. Alex-

Church,
aug7dly

Dm. LOCKE &
Middle

KIMBALL, Dkntihtb, No. 117
Street, Cortland, 3le.
augl6—ly

BROKERS’ HOARD.
Sale op Stocks.—Boston, Doc. 1, 1802.
ander H. Rice will receive the eertitleate of
4.090 United States Coupou Sixes (1881). 104
1,000 United States 7 3-It) Treasury Note*. 1031
election as the next, member af Congress from
30.000 .do.
104
the District.
1.300 United States Demand Notes.122
1,240 .do.1224
jyThe result of the municipal election In
600 United States Five-Twenties.
99!
Portsmouth, X. II., has thrown cold water up- 20.000 .do..100
U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness, (Sept)
21,(MW
98
on the new Hedged enthusiasm of the Demo11.012 American Gold.128i
cratic leaders in New Hampshire. They start- ! 20,000
.do. 128j
ed upon the campaign with the idea of carry0.000 .do. 128
j
■
ing the State by storm, and have met with a
decided repulse from a picket guard of the lietmtiru.
Portsmouth
a
■

publicans.
lican majority than

gives

ever

belore.

larger Repub-

confirm the sentence, and semi !
them all to the gallows. He demurs. The |
ring-leaders w ill probably swing, hut the poor II
ignorant victims, who were instigated to their
dark deeds by emissaries of
are
proper

to

subjects

for executive

this citv Nov. 27th, by Rev.Wm. R. Clark. John
Moxey * and Miss Elizabeth B. Godfrey, both of
Greenwood, Me.
In this
city Nov 27th, by Rev. Dr. Bosworth, E. S.
In

Zff~ Three hundred Indians having been
condemned to death in Minnesota by a drumhead court, the President is being strongly im-

portuned

_m

secession,
elemency.

|y"The-New Orleans Delta gives some interesting disclosures implicating the French
Consul, Hon. lleverdy Johnson, and others, in
purchases of clothing for the rebel army. The
contract was made with Gautherein &
Co.,
the money paid by the Bank of New Orleans
for the Confederate Slates. It was paid to the
French Cousul and by him receipted for. Afterward, feeling a little nervous, he iiad the receipts changed to (lauthcrefii &-Co. General
•Butler is opposed to that style of neutrality,
aud has a portion of the rascals iu prison.

Dow and 3!>§s Vitania A.
Stanley.
In this city Nov 39th, by Rev. C. Fuller. .Martin V.
B Deering and Miss Sarah E. Roundly, both of Gorham.
In this
Nov 27th. by Rev. E. C. Holies, ( apt.
E. N. Morrill, of Tennessee, and 3liss Lizzie A. Bretturn, of Livermore.
In Gray Nov. 80th, by Rev. Stacy Fowler, Cvrus J.
l’erley, of West Cownal, and Miss Susie D., youngest daughter of Arthur Higgins, Esq., of G.

city

At 1‘ort
Royal SC, Nov. 16th. Wm. F. Kimball, Co
G, 3*1 N. 11 Reg., formerly of Cortland, aged
In Falmouth Dec. 1st, Mrs. Hannah, relief of the
late Capt. Wm. ( rabtree, aged 86 years.
In Bath Nov. 28th, 3Ir. Frederick B. Harrington,
of Co. D. 3d Me. Reg., aged 27
years.
In Woolwich Nov. 27th, 31iss Charlotte A. Webb,
aged 23 years 11 moutlts.
In Saccarappa Nov 38th, 31 rs. Sarah Council,
aged
81
—.

years 9 months.

IMPORTS.
NT JOHN NB— Br sell Ospray—2188 bars of
1730 box Shooks, to order.

iron,

j

j

r

J.

Ticket.,

76

quadrille Band.
o'clock.
not24

commence at 8

-OF

W«**I«T11

THE-

MtlSklU'llllSI'IIS

I IIS.

fo,«

Philadelphia for Boston.
Ar lit Hist, ship N Thompson, fin Glasgow; barks
Sarah B Hale, Crowther, Cardeuas; M B Stetson,
Beal, Cieufuegos; Damon, from New Orleans; Eliza
Young, fromTJelfhst I: Express, Cieufuegos.
Cld 28th. schs M 8 Tibbetts, Clum, New Orleans;
Fanny Keating, Snow, Boston.
PRtJVlDENXE—Ar 89th, schs Figure. Robbins,
and S C Loud, Cook,Calais; Hampden Belle, Brown,
Bangor for Pawtucket.
NEWPORT—Sid26th, 27th. schs Amanda Powers,
Roberts. Rockland for N York; Augeline. llix, do for
do; Isabella. Baker, Falmouth fordo; Josiah Acorn,
Hatch, Rockland fordo: Corinthian, Tap.cy, Bangor
fordo: White Sea, Littlefield. Portland for do; A J
Rogova, Jonesport fordo; Everglade,-, fm
< berry field fordo: Argus. Crowley, front Somerset
for do, and large fleet of others, wind bound.
Ar28th, schs Golden Rod, Bishop, front Bangor for
Fortrcs* Monroe; Ella, Mar-ton, Boston for Baltimore: W H Mailer, A rev. Bangor for Alexandria;
Catharine Heals, Flowers, Belfast for New York;
j Win Butman, Smart. Bangor for do; Hattie M Mavo
i fm Calais for-; Caroline, Rhodes, fm Boston for
| Baltimore; llenry Curtiss. Brown, fin Bangor for

Capital Stock, all (mid up,

Surplus

over

9160,000 OO
9*9,761 19

Capital,

ASRETP, AS FOLLOWS, VIZ
Bank Stocks—market value,
$49 292 50
Railroad and Gas Stocks,
17 955 yy
Loans on mortgages of Real Estate, valued at over $300,000,
122.769 82
Loans, on Bank and other stocks,
22,915 71
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,
21.633 69
Other investments and accrued
3,498 00
interest,
Personal property,
1,696 47

9239,761

Losses
'*

FOREIGN PORTS.
Nagasaki. Japan. Sept llth, ship Julia G Tvler,
lor
Shangbae, ldg; bark Young Greek, TayCoopt*r,
lor. tor Hong Kong.
At Shaughae Sept 18th, ship Sam Falos, Randall,
disg; brig Marv Ellen, Jencks, unc".
Sid Sept 3d, bask Ceres, Melcher. Swatow.
At WoosungKept 18th, ships Sami Adams, Gay,fin
Carditf; Eagle Wing, Kelley. Foouhow.
Ar at Swatow Sept 8th, bark T G Bunker, Cooper,

London.

At Singapore Oct 6th, ship T W Sears, unc; bark
Rocket. Saunders, for Boston, ldg.
Fassed Anjier Sept 26th, ship John Jay, Lord,from
New York tor Slianghae.
Sailed Irom St Helena Sept 30th, ship T B Wales,
Lincoln, (from Calcutta) for Boston.
At Mrssina 8th ult. brig Sarah L Bryant, Lane, for

Boston, ldg.

Sailed from Aspiuwall
Wilson, Jamaica.

14th ult, brig L C Watts,

prices

Liabilities.
adjusted and due—None.
unadjusted,
$2,094 00
reported and not due,
7.300 00

1
xJ.
N.

^

KELLOGG, President.

DLNIIAM, Secretary.

Pittsfield, Nov. 1,1862.

Stores, Merchandize, Dwellings, Household Furniture,
and other

good property, insured on favorable terms.
tass fJirt f/inns jn the citv. or rountrv vilI-arm pmportv takmi for one, three or
yearn, at LOWEST RA TES.

rtrtt

(

■>»>'

fire

W. D.

y

SIX

lIoKwticnd Hoops.

I

\Y A,?T*JJ-jw VoV'TJ

1

^

Library

The Public

ill Exchange Street.

|

eoeple wish.-, hoard and
the winter in H re«|Htrfabie fumih
Addretw immediately t... Box 33 1* 6
nov27 d3t*

A

CARTER.

Lecture
A <apntlpm:in and

boy26td

2weod»

10,000

l^MH'iallOII.

dec2 3t

«ARDI\ER A

ri.

BROWA,

the

receiving

hand, ami

FryrburR Arntleiny.
Winter Term of this ioatRation will comWednesday, Dec. 3d, 1393, and will cootiune ten week..
MU. II. P SNOW, A. M
PrincipV.
D. U. SF.WALL. Sec'y.
Fryebure, Nor. 19.1*52.
inn21 dlw
incnoe

Vermont

ALSO,

s.vi/r.
IIHDS.TURKS ISLAND, TRAPONIand LIVERPOOL.
DANA A CO.
novlH cod Aw,'iw22

IfkiUin

Seminary.

com-

mence «>u

iackerelT

further information applf to the SecreB. Webb. Principal.
J. A. WATERMAN. Secretary.
novlO deod Aw3w21
anv
or J.

"IIITWIBbls

—A l»o—

NORTH BRIDGTON, ME.

Winter Term will continence
rpHE
A Dec.
18**2, and continue eleven

the

lat-

of

Gentlemen’s

CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

prices

to suit the times.

Portland. Nov. 19,1862.

«E«R«E

DANA* CO.

A. SISSKRAfT,

120 MIDDLE STREET,
ami MAJt'r»rTc«ia. haa on hand,
and ia constantly manufacturing from the beat
atock,

IIoiim* for Stale.
4 TWO story wooden ton so, nearly new. in good
l\ repair, and well arranged for two families, with
laud enough f>r two more houses, will l>e sold at a I
bargain. A large pari of the purcha*: money can :
remaiu

mortgage, if desired.
BREED Si Tl’KEY, 50 Union Street.
dtf

on

fame, to be flubbed oif

the satisfaction of the

to

FURS!!

-rf>SSI8Tl!(0

»K. c. ii. osuoon,

^Sdentist,
Jk

ON

s

s^|tf

j

|

;

_WT_

No. 95

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.

Sept. 15,1**12.

UAVK BBCX RBCKIVTXO

New nud Denirnble Styles of

pied by

Sirs. C. A. Richards as a boardhouse.
Possession given immediFor particulars enquire of

Cloths,

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
River Sable

Fitch and

FOR SALE AT

Furs,

JOHN C. PROCTOR

oc27*tf

FURNISHING

exchanged, altered and repaired.

Barcallin before purchasing elsewhere. and tee
jor

PERSON who hn« occasion to use quantities of Stationery should purchase a year’s supand
ply at once, for it has already advance! in
will undoubtedly in mx mouths COST DOUBLE
what it uow does.

EVERY

yourself!

95 MIDDLE STBEET.
oc29dtf

price,

HALVE

BAILEY & NOYES,

Boys.

G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange St.
oo\20 codtf

EXCHANGE STREET,

T OWN

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

COUPONS,

Town Soles and
AND ALL

OTHKR

Orders,

PRINTING,
and

Promptly Executed

—AT TUB—

Communication* to be addressed to
J. W.
.Ytuttc Stage

oc21

tf

I*i*oss»ssi Oflic*o.
NOTICE.
NOR SALE, in Newcastle, mt Daraariscotta Mills,
about eighty M good seasoned Pine Boards; hits
of Shingles. Laths, Ac.; Timber for a small house
frame; a quantity of White Oak Hoards and l’lank,
boon kept under cover about eight months.
Any one wanting; to bin can call on
JAMES MULlt.AN,
novlO dtf
On the premises.

1

THKOIOH TICKETS
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all parts of
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the lowest Boston
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
rates, for sale by
Office 81 Exchange St.
Oat. ft.
dtf

TO

Photographic Go<„ls A Cliruiieals.
stock in this department is completo, comeven-

article used in the art.
MORRISON A CO.,
20, Market

Square.

HATHAWAY,

Alltel, nasningfon,

Room

Bniley

Papers.

A

u. u.

LOTHKOP,
E. Shaw k Co.)
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
As ti.4ual.ktfi>1* constantly supplied with
(Formerly

Noyes,

m

JAMES NOYES.

wear, and invite all hi* old customers

and the

|

NOTICE.

for

|

DAY, Jr.,

those

nov8 d4w

lit Middle St.
l Argus please copy.

AT

MC«S, DTK STIFFS, CLASS WARI,

DKESSEK’8, 99 F.xchaugo Street,
Above the Post Office.

nov27—dlw*

Estate,

Pteal

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL. &c.,

I X V E S T 1 E ATS!

Block,

PORTLAND. ME

GREAT CBIM'E FOR BARtUS BEFORE THE RISI!

Milk Routp for salts
T>Y inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
13 one can’ h**ar of a chance to buy a "MILK

30 lit H’SKS, at price, from f 1000 to Sfi0*t0.
100 Hoi SE L(u S, at prices from S20U to 83000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND
2 STOKE LOTS on < ommercial Street.
MOSI'S «OCLD, 74 Middle St.,

KOlTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
tailed to pay his monthly biUt. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may w ish to engage iu
the business, nr to enlarge his present "route.”
novl2 eodtf

Vr STAitta.

nov27 dtf

DK. PEKKY
returned from the Army, again tender*
his professional service* to the people of Portland aud vicinity.
His experience—while absent—in PRACTICAL
SURGERY, warrant* him iu calling attention to
this branch.

Shirt*,

HAYING

Shirt*.

GENTLEMEN,
want a cheap and perfect flttingshirt, pleas*
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MOrFOTT’s celebrated Ova! Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

IF

Residence aud Office—71 Free Street.
nov 27 dtf

you

HJP

NOTICE.
person having from Five to Ten Hundred
Dollars to invest, may learn of an established
business, in which a largo portion of the citizens ot
Portland are interested, which will give constant employment and pav well, bv addressing
DlaLNESsh Daily Press Office.
decl dtf

LOOK!!!

HESTER. the Bride of the Island- A Toem
by Sylvester It IWkett.
30 cratR rack or fsar for |P
fiOO

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Thomas

LOOK!!

LOOK!

DEALERS PI

86 Commercial Street,

A. S. KING.
A BITLEB.
t. YRL'S THL RLOW.

Portland. Not. 7th. 18«2.

JOIIA W. PERKINS A C O.,
WDOLBALE

KINO, BUTLER & THURLOW,
No. 16% Commercial St-, Portland, Ms.

by

having

I IIl KLoW is this day admitted equal
J Partner in the firm of Kino k Bctlek.
The busducts of the firm will be conducted under
the firm style of

(TYRU8

(Patented.)

usefttl

public generally to give them a call whensvto replenish their “understandings.”

srthey desire

W. W. I,, is agent for the Leavitt an ! Wile©*
| k C« ibb* S EWIN l. M At 111N ES au gf>—«md

Something 1ST ew !
Skates are intended to cover deficiencies
of skates heretofore made, aud especially in Ladies' ami Gents’ Skuk« *. with the l'ateut Ankle Supports. which need ouly to l»o seen and tried toiusure
for them a ready sale. Thev are made from the best
materials, latest styles, aud of superior workmanship. Any person can learn to skate well in les- than
one-fourth of the time, by using the t’ateut Ankle

fresh

■II and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in svevariety and style for gentlemen's and la*

56, 5» a OX r.\<-!i;ins<* St., Cortland.

thev are especially
Support—and
weak ankles. For sale

RUBBERS.

W.

W.

BOOK PUBLISHERS,
V. \V BA1I.F.Y.

SHOES^ &

BOOTS,

-ASI>-

JaWdftwly

Association,

STATIONERY,

BOOKS,

KINDS OF

—

No. 275 F Street.

Have one of the largest stocks of Stationery in the
State, bought for CASH OXL V, amt much of it before it advanced in price. Any one wishing to pur*
chase iu quantities, or lor their private use, will liud
prompt attuiitiou and good bargains in

uov26 3w

AND

A»D

Soldiers’ Relief

Portland,

CIIAS.

AHEMCY

—

THESE

For Ladies, Gentlemen and

GOODS,

offer at

Price* to wnit the Time* !

THE BLONDIN SKATE,

PATTERNS !

they

Which

LETTER PAPER AND

SHAW'S.

nov27 4wedis

Clothing,

ately.

FURSiM

FOR BALE AT

Middle Street.

ROLLINS & BOND

To Aet.
The large House on the corner of Middle and Willow Streets, recently occuing

PORTLAND, MI.
tiold, Silver and Vul*

on

Y M l. LOOMS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

To Let,
commodious Chamber iu the northerly corof the new brick block.corner of Lime ajid
Milk Streets, direct!v faciug the market. Rent ow.
Enquire at office of

Block, foisrcts Street.

NY.ti

Wharf.

ner

Clapp's

Artificial Teeth iu sorted
canitc base.
3mc1A woe

Wharf

THE

H

OfP OLD CITY HALL.

|

Commercial Street, head of Hobson
jaInquire of J. 11. 1IAMLEN.
Office on Hobson’s

URCUAS1CAL

<

St.

to l.rf.

OF-

No. 120 Middle Street.

TO LET.

Coopfr’s Shop

of

CAPES. COLLARS. MITES. CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROCKS. Ac., Ac.,

oc-

Easterly Tenement of the House on .Spring
fpilE
J Street, known as the Kolfo House. Requite of
Oct.27.—dtf
S. J. ANDERSON

Styles

GOODS,

nor21

cupaut. Abo the whole third floor of the Ccdman
Block, with offices on second floor.
Abo two small Stores on Temple street, next above
the ('oilman Block
Rent low. Enquire of
Oct. 27.-dtf
S. J. ANDERSON. 54 Free

FUR

all of whiuh will he,old on the meat rtatonnbte ttrm$.
;iT*< all before purchasing elsewhere.

to i.srr.
ffMIEspacious STORE in Codmsn Block, next to
1 E. A. Marrett’s, or if desired one half of the

dtf

Fine Amcri<a:»ii Sable Fiirsl

juue21Utfwot

I-

NO.

_

OURm-isius

.1

novld eod &»3«22

weeks.
C. E. HILTON. A M.. Principal.
T. II. MEAD. Secretary.
North Bridgton, Nov. 4.1861
no\6eodA wtdec4

Styles of

-AND-

Neatly

Dl I.

Tuesday,

on

2d,

.->« Ar 5M

READY-MADE

Furs

xn.i.
Cbl*. No. 2.

AvJvFvF TOO
If ami

FULL STOCK OF THE

A

Latest.

I

Butter,

; received this day, and for *ale by
WILLIAM L WILSON,
Portland Nov. <?, 1802.
372 Cougreas Street.
uov8 edlwJkeodtf

Term of this Institution will
THE WinterTuesday,
December 2d. mud continue
eleven weeks.

Doeskins and Cassimcres.

FURS!

—o»—

apply

ItllF.

ont Bntler !

LBS. OF THOSE CHOICE DAIRIES

4000

Envelopes.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

we

C ents, cash.

paid for fiOOD FLOUR BARRELS, delirPortland Sugar House before
Dec. 1st.

_MERC H A XDISE.

Custom House,

are dailv
most desirable btyleb

which

Will be
cred at

Choice Veri

ritHE Winter Term will commence on
Tue.day,
X Doc. 2d, anil continue eleven week...
For information
to K. S. Ilovr. Principal,or
novlit d&w2w22
JAMES BATE8. Secretarv.

Middle Street,

t>~

Opposite

I

Twenty-Five
:

EDUCATIONAL.

Nov. 22.

Fancy

llall.

auk ijcvited.

All the Latest

A Mated meeting of the M. C. M Association wlH he held at the Library Room ou
Ihurbday Evfnino. Dec. 4th. at 7} o'clock.
F. M. CARSLEY, Secretary.

on

FLOUR BARRELS WANTED!

:

JI. r. m. A.

OLIVE

Wlfp,

A Nil three or four single gentlemen ean
Hod
•cm. plea-ant room, and rood hoard hi
applvlng immediately at 37 Xtrau Mth kkt.
liovM

I

FOB SALE & TO LET. IMPORTER

dcc2d&.w3w24

ST AT K OF MAINE*
Cumberland, ss:
Supreme Judicial Court—October Term, 1862.
JANE QUIN BY Lib’t for divorce

lodging
" for

proclamation,

AT

References—J. B Brown k Son, Portland.
W. W. Thomas,
'*
A. K. Shurtlcff,
**
S..I. Smith,
W. .1. Einrnet, New York.
Harris, Heyl k Co., Philadelphia.

Have
est and

IVtHIDMA V. TRUE A CO.

Bridgton Artidemy,

CHICAGO.
FRANKLIN

MAKERS.

Board Wanted.

Remtved, That the enforcement of the principle of
universal emancipation, as announced in the President’s Into
would tend to quell the rebellion, and insure the ftiture union and harmony of
**11 the .States.
17uov

NO. 24 RIVER STREET,
CLINTON FURBISH.

immediately,

—HIT

For

Forwarding & Commission Merchants,

onuiiprfiiil .Street.

25 GOOD COAT

Committee.

Question for Discussion

tary,

CLINTON IT’KKISII ft CO..

At

_

\liuil«><l

»' d whit*
WMCh C“h

L\N' "‘V’i.
*

_

with other

meeting of this Association for
L*tTUKB» asi) Derates will be hcldThuraday evening, Dec. 4lh, at 74 o'clock, iii their

£l

^

JO,,N

novlSSw

;

°*kA*h

«*

“■«

.It.Ml

i/. .11.

wages
*

LYNX H A CO.
Commercial street.

Inqaireat

JOH.’t (J. TwTTCTIELL,
('. Froctou.
K. I*. (iEBKMH,
Thor. e. Twttcbeli..
O. M. M A BRETT,
KBK.T roitEV,
1’ortland, Nov. 26,1862.
«.

Shook Hakrrs Wanted.
The highest
_

to be obtained at the Bookstores, and ut 1’aiue
Music Store.
Members Tickets (each member entitled to
two) 81
each—to be hail at K < Andrews*, «7 Exchange St
ll A III EH

for Potatoes, with
head-, for which the highest
BROWN
& DAVIS,
by
Ko. 8 Vnlon Wharf, Portland.

paid

Nov 10—8w

$1.25,

<*orh:tm

LITTLE, General Agent.

Office
dec2 eod3w&w24

n^tiK

will be

Shook makers wanted.
paid. Apply to
JOHN

Yorlli Yarmouth Aradcni)',
YARMOUTH, ME.

Sworn to before me,
Sax’l E. Howe, Justice of the Peace.

I

W ) BARBELS, suitable
or both

novl92w

Titbit for the Coarse of Tea Lectures,

19

At

Newch waug.
At Arnoy Sept 2<»th, barks I’acitic, Howard, for
Slianghae'; Ellen, Yates, unc.
At Hong Hong Sept 26th, ship Kate Hooper, Johnson, for Melbourne.
At Manila Sept 20th, ship Daphne, Havener, for

nHee.

followed by

Tiio Committee are in rurrcpuiuiciiec
emiuent Lecturers to complete tiie list

$9,994 00

Dyer,

BOSTON—Ar29fh, sells Orion, Hart, and Louisa,
Veazie, Calais: Hninp. Stanley, and Fioneer, Haskell, Bango; Equal, Keller. Rockland.
Cld 29th, ship Geo Turner, Iltsley, Buenos
Ayres;
brigs Catharine, (Br) English. Guaualnuge \ia Fortland ; Monte Christo, Churchill, t ape Haytieii; sells
Sain! Lewis, Moon, Georgetown 1>C; Village Gem,
Atkins, Baltimore: Adeline Hamlin, Lansil, Bangor;
Fannie Mitchell, Hamilton, Fortland.
Ar 30th. bark Benjamin Burgess, Snow, fm Cienfuegos: brigs Foster. Griffin, tin Gouaives; Altavela,
Heed, Mat an/as: Triad, Wooster, Fhiladelphia; schs
Forest City, Lovell, Fhiladelphia; Connecticut.Dean.
Elizabeth port; Sea Breeze. Coombs, fm Fort Ewen;
Novel, Clark, Eastport; Warren ton, Lord, Ells worth;
Muria Louisia. ltich, Orlatid; Thistle, Johnson, tin
Millbrfdge; Eliza Otis, Ryder, Belfast: Wild Koyr,
Bradford, Friendship; C ollector, Roberts,Wiscaeset;
Farvicvv, Tar box, do.
Ar 1st hist, brigs Chastelain, Warren, Kingston J ;
Fhillip Lurrabee. Dailey, Sydney CB; Empire, Ferry. Fhiladelphia; schs W H DeWitt, Corey. Fort
l’aix ; John McAdam, Fearson, Fhiladelphia;'Frank,
Littlefield. Saco.
BANGOR—Cld 27th, brig Emeline, Snow, Boston;
schs Otter Rock, Thompson, Baltimore; Commodore,
Howe, Fortland.
BATH—Cld 29th, brigs Aladin, Curtiss, Havana;
Delaware, Curtiss, New York.

delivered by

Rev. WM. H. MILBERN,
FRED. H HElx.E. 1). 1)
Rev. EDWIN < ROLLER.
Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHER.
Dit. .1. C. HOLLAND (alias Timothv TReomb).
JOHN R. (iOEf.H, Esq..
How. EDWARD EVERETT.

(

™., lw,

Wanted.

Hall.

The next

—

fordo; Palmetto, Stewart, Machiasport; Hancock,
Gibbs, Boston; schs Anna Edith, Nash, Millbridge;
Mars Hill, Boston.
Ar 29th. ship T J Southard. Howard. Bath; brig
Rival. Applegate, Alexandria; sch Ira Bliss, Hutch,

un-

HENRY W. BELLOWS. D. D.,

OF PITTSFIELD, .MASS.,
November 1—in compliance with the inws of Maine.

CLEARED.

Stowers. Shiite. Boston.
ELIZA BET HIM >RT—Cld 27th, schs Billow, Given,
and Zicova. Murch, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, schs Lath Rich, Bouhoff,
New Orleans; Mars Hill, Catidage, Port Ewcn for
Boston.
Ar29th, hark Flora, Hubbard, Rio Janeiro; Elba,
from Grand Turk.
CM 29th, bark Henry Darling. (Br) London; brig
P M Tinker, Carlisle, Matauzas; sch Mars Hill,Limeburner, Boston.
Also cld 29th, ships Sooloo, Hutchinson, for Hong
Kong; E A Lay lor. Lord. London; Dreadnaught,
Samuels. Liverpool; Gasper, Andros, Sau Francisco;
barks Julia Cobb, Stanleys and Zephyr, Small, for
Malaga; Hannah Thornton. Tarr, for New Orleans;
brigs Isabella Sweet, Reed, Trinidad; Judge Hathaway, Cunuiiigliam, lla\ana; Kichmond, Sprague,
New Orleans; Anna D Jordan, and Mary S Tibbetts,

Opening

City

Lecture will be

.Jobe

CONDENSED STATEMENT

*

hargeg m-Mtcrate.
BROWN,
St., lliiladelphia.

to

Phillips,

Charles O. quinbv.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
1 his is a libel for divorce, bearing date Oct. 2D.1862,
FRANCISCO In port 28th, ship "George
and was entered in Court at thin term. Marriage of
Lord," for Hong Kong ami return.
the parties id alleged to have taken place May 11th,
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 15th. ship John Henrv, Car1857. Cause* of divorce alleged ar.*, adnlterv alleged
ver, Mansanilla: bark Growler, Morrill, fm Boston;
to bav e been committed by said Charles O..Quiuby
Fenelon. Rich, Philadelphia.
with a woman unknown; neglect to provide a suitaAr 17tli. brig F J King. Doauo, New York; sch E
ble and comfortable home and proper support and
Kidder. Harksden, Boston.
maintenance for cotnpiaiuant and her child C!n-a D.
Ar 18th, bark- E Wright, Deane, New York; CaQuinbv ; personal abuse and desertion. The libel also
vallo, Sparks, do.
Drays that the custody and education of said Clara
Ar 19th, brigs Belle of the Bar, Holloway, N York;
D. Quiuby may be entrusted to .-aid libelant.
Poinsett, Hill, Boston.
Coming up, bark* Old Dominion, Jenkins, fm New
State uf Maine*
York; Garibaldi, Hoyt. do.
Cumberland*8.
Towed to sea 10th, ship Milan, bark Tejucm; 18th,
At the Supreme Judicial Court begun and held at
Vandalia, sch Ditign.
Portland, w ithin and for said County of CumberPORT ROYAL SC—Ar 17th, ship Conquest, Sears,
land, on the second Tuesday of uctober, Auuo
New York; 18th, D W Kid ridge, Simpson, PhiladelDomini, 1862,
phia.
Upon the foregoing libel Ordered. That the libelant
-BALTIMORE—ArSRfh, shin .Joshua Mauran. Milgive notice to all persons interested in the prayer
liken. from Penang for New York; brig Susan Dunthereof, to apfiear before the Justices of our Supreme
can. Mitchell. Alexandria; schs K Leach, Leach, fm
Judicial Court, to be holden at Portland, within and
Blm-hill; l.’nion, Otis. Wiscasset: Squire Brothers,
I for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday
Alley. Bath; Einrna Amelia. Harding. Yorktown.
of January next, hy publishing an abstract of said
Cld 28th. schs .lame- Garre Ion. Anderson, Annaplibel ami this order thereon, three weeks successively
olis; Aila France*, < ooinbs, Alexandria.
in the Marne State 1'reas printed in Portland, the last
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th. schs Georgia. Gilpublication to be thirty day* at least before the sitting
christ, fm New York; Maria Roxaua, Palmer, from
-aid Court, that they may then, and there, in our
of
Portsmouth.
said Court appear, and shew cause, if any they have,
Cld 28th, ship Sarawak, Rowland, Liverpool; brigs
the praver of said libelant should not be granted.
why
Romance, Duncan, Petnainbnoo; Abbv Ellen. GilD. W. FES MEN DEN. < lerk
Attest,
more, Beaufort NX'; sch Roxana, l’aluier, Portland;
of libel ami order of Court tbsnsn.
Abstract
Mary Nowell, Covill, Cohassct.
D. \V. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Attest.
Ar29tli, brig 1, T Knight.Park, Fort Jefferson; sch
w3w 21
Georgie Ih-ering. I’inkhatn. Cardenas.
Cld 29th. brig* Continental, Ross,for Barbadoos; N
SAN

Diseases of the Urinary Organ*,
J* C. MOTT. M. D., Operating and C onsulting
Z
Surgeon ami Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Gcuital Organs, and Female
Complaint* of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Viccra. as Piles, Ruptures.
Hydrocele, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this country

The enemy destroyed all the tobacco,
all the cotton, in Fredericksburg, on

well

t

MILS. M. G.

newly formed Association of Ladies in this city, assisted by ladies of Cumberland Center and Wells Depot,
sent three boxes of supplies to the 20th liegt.,
oil Friday last.
ry

arranted,

a cure w

Nov. 19—tf

’a

warm

to wait till

healed, and

Friday afternoon, one of the derricks used for
hoisting stone at Fort Popham," fell, severely
injuring Mr. Eli Fish, of this city. His condition is precarious.—(Bath Times.

as

great deliverance. I heartily commend her

mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done."
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,

Seniors Accihext.—We understand that

“j^'Tlie keel of the new iron-clad vessel,
Tonawanda, has been laid in the Pliiadclphia
Navy Yard. The vessel will he 1534 tons burden, and will carry four heavy pieces ot ord-

The best way to liarrass these
cutare
no liettcr than robbers,” is

throats,” who

I went to the Treble House and made arrangement* for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. Iu 24
hours after her first application I could hear
every
voice in the bousa. I cau now stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the pador. (.rateful to God

bountiful.

cy -u nion Uircle,’

Nov. 2ft, 1802.
Mr. Editor:—The Oxford Democrat of the

urday

for his

Dancing

ges, on the 3l>th. She now lies near Thacher’s Island
full of water.
( apt llill, of brig Poinsett, at New Orleans from
Boston, reports, on the 3d Inst, in lat 10 3>*, Ion 00 40,
having seen a ship on lire, but he could not make
her out.
Sch I.ath Rich, at New York from New Orleans,
reports, Nov 15, lat 38 15, Ion 74j. during a gale, carried aw ay flying jib. foresail and mainsail.
Brig Lillian, from Turks Island, put into Nassau
15th lust, in distress; no particulars.
Sch Brilliant, (of Bristol, Me) Simmod*. bound to
Boston, with dry fiah, struck on Flat Ground Rock,
at 10 o’clock on Thursday night, causing her to leak
badly. .8lie wa? run ashore at Back Beach to keep
from sinking.
Sch Moses Waring, (of Bangor) ha« beeirhaiiled off
and put on the railway at Holmes’ Hole.

publication.

Injured in the face, yesterday afternoon, in
“^“Some of the shinplasters circulating in
Danforth street, by a stone thrown by another
lad. The latter said he was shying the stone' l western New York are made payable at Utica
at a dog, and had no intention of hitting any- I next July, in strawberries, if the crop docs
not foil.
thing else.
Davis doesn’t seem able to work
St. Andrews’ Society.—In consequence
But the
upon tile sympathies of his people.
of the message, we lay over the account of the
Louisville Journal thinks when he is hung he
Interesting anniversary of the" St. Andrea s
will touch the right cord.
Society, of which we have full minutes, till
ts-morrow.
£y Thanksgiving was celebrated in New
York In a New England-like manner. The
ar We saw a horse attempt to run away, churches were opened, and so were the hearts
of t hose who attended, for their charities were

Music by Chandler

DISASTERS.
Sch Johu Snow, from Deer Isle for Boston, with a
cargo of lumber, struck on a rock inside the Salva-

rtr Gen. Bustced is to deliver one of the
course of lectures in Boston, this
amusee.venin
j aud Ear, and proprietor of l’oor Richard's Eye Water.
ment of the evenings by his peculiar manner |
"I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall'* Court, Portof explaining seenes, incidents, Ac. Mr. Sotn£y Tliejauthor of “Hiawatha” has received
j land, give thus certificate, to certify that I have been
another
tribute
to
liis
tine
as
a
in
genius
poet,
i deaf from a child, and for twelve years past have
erby has a faculty iu this position.
the translation into Latin of that splendid pobeen qfeite deaf. I ha\o spent hundreds of dollars,
Carelessness.—A small boy was seriously
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Satcin.
It lias a London

delineator,

has added much to the instruction and

New
The

House, situated between
Street, worth from si first to
MOW. Apply at the corner of E„l,.
“
rat Street.
(up stairs i office N o. 6.
Portland, Noe. 20,18(2.
dSi*

As-

sociation, will be delivered in the

A Grand. Ball!

The fine bark II G Reeve* was launched from tho
yard of Mr. I„ A. Knowles, at Addison. recently.
She i* of about 550 tons burthen, and will be commanded by Capt. If. N. Plummer.

Peafsf.sp Cubed.—Mrs M. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in
twenty four
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E o

law.

Tenth

HALL,

Masaoers-J li. iiii'lwrick, W. II.
B. Rncklert, C. J. Harris.
Ticket, for the Counw-M.GO;
Single
cents—lor sale by the Managers.

W arned.
purchase a
rjlO
1. franklin audDwelling
State

Annnul Series of rublie Lecture*,
der the direction of the Mercantile
THE
Library

to be

The fourth Assembly will be on
ClfR/STMAS
on which occasion there will bo
extra
dances. The tittli will ho on NEW YEAR'S
EVE,
with extra dancer, to dance tho old
out
aud
year
the New V ear in. The course will close with

X i ;\VS.

A MiiciHlion

Wednesday Evening,f>ec« 3d, ISna,

LIE,

Bark Andes. Ilarriinun. Matanzas. hv .1 A D I.nr. I
Brig Alfareta, Bibber, Matan/as, Isaac Kmcry.

ty cents or
stamp; messages for which the charge i9 over
twenty cents for the first ten words require a three
cent stamp.
November28,1862.
ulw nov29

S^-Pres. Lincoln, pays an income tax of
$1,220 per-annum out of his salary, notwithstanding he

Brighton.

cent

sixty cents, says the Philadelphia Ledger,
when a little while since it was a dollar ten.

The War Tableaux.—In tbe notices of
this cntertaininittit, Mr. Rufus Soinerhy, the

name

given

and broke her wrist.

solemn and

a

COURSE OF

LANCASTER

Library

LECTURES.

commencing on
Tuoftdny Evening, December 2d.

| Morn’g

for Boston.
Sch Agnes, Treworgv. Ellsworth for Chelsea.
Sch Mayflower, Rnv’ New York for Millbridge.
Schs Margaret Anil, Robbins, and Savoy, Clark,
Calais for Boston.
Schs Belle, Jordan, and Forest, Wood. Ellsworth
for Boston.
Schs Banner. Murch, and A Haynes, Staples, from
Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Harriet, Babb. Rockland for Boston.
Schs Ianthe, Coombs, and Florence, Candage, fm
Bangor lor Boston.
Sens Alvarado,Allen, and Geo Washington,Gilkoy,
Bangor for Boston.
Sclis Hudson, Warren, and Michael, Smith,Bangor
for Boston.
Sell Sea Flower, Dickey, and Ophir, Israeli, Bangor
for Boston.
Sch Elisa Matilda. Mathews, Bangor for Quincy.
Sch Telegraph. Mathews, Bangor for Salem.
Schs Catharine, < andage, and Merchant,Hamilton,
Bluehill for Boston.
Sell Cry at ah Collins, Frankfort for Boston.
Sch W P Ritchie. Freothy, Brooklin for Boston.
Sch N Jones, Wooster, Franklin for Boston.
Sch H Samantha, Lane, Boston for Vinaihaven.
Sch Win Clayton. Clayton, Boston for ViuaJhaven.
Sch M F Vornuin. Leach, Boston for Pembroke.
Sch Advance, Ecightou, .Millbridge for Alexandria.
Sell J P Johnson, Chase, Mac hi as for N Bedford.
Sch Amelia. Gould. Machia* for New York.
Sch Sarah Moore, Black, Bangor for New York.
Sch J P Bent, Reynolds, .Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Mentora, Counor. Bangor for Portsmouth.
Sch Webhaunet. tin Bangor for Newburvport.
Sch Philanthropist, Homer, Bucksport for Boston.
Sch T Frclinghuyscu, Salsbury, from Ellsworth for

type.

damaged.

Thanksgiving Day.

on

uart, in New York, sold

fell

were

es,

worth of camels’ hair shawls in October.

se-

tickets for all the lectures.

They

The Halifax

types.
set

AT

Monday, December 1.
ARRIVED.
Brig Lorania, Wade, New York.
Brig Scotland, McLellan, New York.
Sell Hattie Ross, Poland, Havana
Sch Osprav, (Br) Pierce. St John NB.
Soli Olivia B, (Br) Thompson, Horton NS
Sell Dahlia, Kent, New York.
Sch Maryland. Knight, Salem
Sch Geo Brooks. Wallace. Boston.
Sch Texas, Orr. Boston.
Sch Fannie Mitchell, Hamilton, Boston.
Sell llaniiie Westbrook, Littlejohn, Portsmouth.
Sch Boxer, Rankin, Portsmouth.
Sch Cashier, Moore, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Caressa. Milliken, Ellsworth.
Sell \rborer. Bilker, Ellsworth.
Sch Olive Branch, Jordan, Ellsworth.
Sch Otiauto, Hammond, Ellsworth.
Sch J F Duntoii. Ilodgdou, Boston for Belfast.
Sch A Hooper, Harden, and Serf, Shaw, Steuben

wi‘h all the marks of wonder

Jlm'imiil*

W A X T 8.

President of the U. S. Sanitary Commission.

ASSEMBLIES

SIX

POUT or I*OKTIiA,\l>.

and exclamations of surprise at Federal brutality, that it is possible to express with its

fW~ They had very flue sleighing at Skow- I

evening. The tickets are going off rapidly, and if they wish to secure a ticket for the
course they had better
apply to-day. The
row

one

Reporter copies,

SELECTED. |

AND

WILL GIVE A

secession

the Provost

had not been abducted at all!

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Friends of Temperance

2
HIGH WATER.
7.37, | Even’g 7.5$

I

MA111NE

by Gen. McNeil, of ten patriotic
Missourians, guilty of no offense, as an act o*
retaliation against the Confederates for abducting a Union man who, it afterward turned out,

I
ORIGINAL

NEW

.MATURE ALMANAC.

SUN.
Rises.. .7.10 | Sets.. .4.2$

employee*,

Mercantile Library Lectures.—Our
readers are reminded that the introductory
lecture of tile course will be delivered to-mor-

SPOKEN.
Nov 12. off Cape San Nicolai Mole, sch Charlotte
Brown, Lane, from Boston for Miragoatie.

Tuesday.December

cold blood

Second Board—Stocks active ami higher.
American (iold.
131
T.-vasury 7 3-10tUa. 104
Uuited States 6‘s 1881 coupons,.104}

the street for the bodies of tlie unfortunate
victims to the mud.

of

by

SPECIAL

please hold themselves in readiness to-day
inquests, while the city Police drag

sum

MI

ENTERTAINMENTS.

8t John NB 17th

Londonderry.

entitled “Ten for One.” about the murder in

Stock Market.
New York. Dec. 1.

to hold

small

a

at

Liverpool

cross

Commercial Street. Coroners Hall and Gould
will

which

suppressed
Marshal, for its infamous attempts to encourage treason, publishes a long raw -hoad-and-bloody-bones story

Provisions dull and firm.
Consols closed on Thursday at 93 1-2 for

money.

was

Journal,

whose circulation has been

in Missouri

follow.

The Martha Washington Society gratefully
acknowledges the receipt of fifty-six dollars

Melancholy!—There
culation yesterday that 15

rule to the Belfast

”'#‘*The Montreal Advertiser,

sheet,

ing.

Methodist church, on Sunday evening last,
Per Order,
Portland, Dec., 1862.

jug by

that you can tell
what comes out of it. We

saying

Chase, for Philadel-

ult, sclb Arno, Baxter, fm
Providence; Halatia, (Br) Harbarie, Portland.

3
6
6
10
Kangaroo.New York..Liverpool.Dec 13
Saxonia.New York..Hamburg.
Dec 13
China.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 17
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

with a nose of wax which can be twisted
this way or that, to suit the fancy of any one
who gets hold of it”

The Manchester market was dull.
Breadstuff's quiet but steady. Coin advanc-

A Card.

old

an

Ar

Persia..New York.. Liverpool.Dec
•Jura.Portland
Liverpool.Doc
City of Washing’!).New York.. Liverpool.Dec
Africa.....Naw York..Liverpool.Dec

take the Held.

soon

bark E A

Rose, Portland.

TO DEPART.

Quarter-

man

The sales of cotton for three days at Liverpool were 4.VNJ bales. The market closed
steady on Wednesday evening.

the new

Hansa.Southampton.New

to

Laguayra 5th ult,

Ar at Nassau NP 18th, brig Sea Foam, Coombs, fra
Bath.
Ar at Yarmouth NS 7th ult. sch Monitor, Churchil.
Boston (and cld 12th fordo); 11th, Seven Brothers.

SAILS

York.. .Nov
Nov
..Nov
York.. Nov
York .Nov

We desire to sec a man at the head of the

Commercial.

the Police Office, where it remains for identiflcatiou. People who have lost any clothing
are

Meigs may

FOR

19
20
22
26
26
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New
Bohemian.Liverpool_Portland_Nov 27
A ra hi a.Li verpool.Bosto n.Nov 29
City of Baitimpre.Liverpool!.New York.. .Dec 3
Borussia.Southampton.New York.. .Dec 3

government in 1805, if he cunt be pot (here
before, who will know how to wield the great
resources of this country effectively, and not a

via Londonderry 21st. passed this point this
evening.
Tile steamer Edinburg, from New York, arrived at Liverpool on the 19th.
It was reported that another craft similar to
the Alabama had sailed from Liverpool to capture and destroy any vessels sailing under an
American flag, and another, it is said, would

large lot of clothing of all kinds which
undoubtedly been stolen. It was taken to

a

apply this

Tape Race.Xov. 29,via SACKvn.r.E.Dee.l.
The steamer Hibernian from Liverpool,20th,

fight.

a

It is rumored that

FROM

At

phia.

Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
China.Liverpool.New York

says, referring to its nomination of McClellan
for the Presidency :

—

thieves whom he had arrested.

master Gen.

what is in

Bace.

Another Rebel Privateer.

RECOVEBEn.-Deputy
Marshal iieald yesterday prosecuted his search
at tlie residences lately occupied by the female

had

Gape

STEAMER

~

OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Saxonia.Southampton.New

of them.

use

1 Gen. Burnside.

j

SAILING OF

There is every
reason to believe that the most friendly rclations exist between the Secretary of War and

vigorous

It is

Mohk Stolen Goons

ed

|

DAYS

LITER FROM EUROPE.

pearance at the office, told his story, and was
informed that he could go, until he was wanted. Bully will not prosecute his complaiut,
ami will be a little more careful in future how
he dares a man to

Cy “Perley” telegraphs to the Journal
that “while Gen. Burnside was at Washington
he impressed friends with whom he conversed
with the fullest confidence that he has all the

Kemeral>er the

place,

MRS. A. NOFFOTT’8,

Y

No.

Market Square,

respectfully solicited by Mrs. Moflott, who
will pay personal attention to this &amc. aulSeodtf
Orders

*

*

